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Abstract
We present a complete algorithm that computes all hypergeometric solutions of
homogeneous linear difference equations and rational solutions of parameterized
linear difference equations in the setting of ΠΣ∗-fields. More generally, we provide a
flexible framework for a big class of difference fields that is built by a tower of ΠΣ∗-
field extensions over a difference field that satisfies certain algorithmic properties.
As a consequence one can compute all solutions in terms of indefinite nested sums
and products that arise within the components of a parameterized linear difference
equation, and one can find all hypergeometric solutions that are defined over the
arising sums and products of a homogeneous linear difference equation.
Preprint submitted to Elsevier 12 May 2020
1 Introduction
A key problem in symbolic summation is to solve linear ordinary difference
equations
a0(ν)F (ν) + a1(ν)F (ν + 1) + · · ·+ an(ν)F (ν + n) = b(ν) (1)
of order 1 n ∈ N where the coefficients a0, . . . , an and the inhomogeneous part
b are given in a certain domain k of special functions and the solutions F are
searched within the same domain k of functions or an appropriate extension
of it.
The algorithmic foundation was led by Abramov’s algorithm [Abr71,Abr89b,
Abr89a] and their variants [Pet92, Hoe98] to find rational solutions F in
a rational function field k = C(ν) of homogeneous linear difference equa-
tions (b = 0) with rational coefficients a0, . . . , an ∈ k. Many variants and
extensions, see e.g. [Abr95, BP99], are available to find also q-rational solu-
tions in C(qn), multibasic solutions in C(qν1 , . . . , q
ν
n) or their mixed versions
C(n, qν1 , . . . , q
ν
n). Another milestone was Petkovsˇek’s algorithm Hyper [Pet92]
and its improvement [Hoe99] to find all hypergeometric solutions of (1), i.e.,
hypergeometric products of the form
∏ν
r=l h(r) with l ∈ N and a rational
function h(r) ∈ C(r). More generally, algorithms have been derived for q-
hypergeometric solutions [APP98], their multibasic mixed versions [BP99],
and interlaced hypergeometric solutions [HKS12]. Exploiting these algorithms
one cannot only search for hypergeometric solutions and their variants, but
also for d’Alembertian solutions [AP94, AZ96], i.e., solutions in terms of in-
definite nested sums defined over hypergeometric products. In addition, incor-
porating also the interlacing of sequences, one obtains algorithms to find all
Liouvillian solutions [HS99,PZ13].
Recently, a new generation of recurrence solvers has been initiated in [Pet18]
that cannot only find indefinite nested sums but also certain classes of definite
sums in terms of binomial coefficients. In this article we will follow another
branch of generalization whose foundation was led by Karr’s seminal difference
field approach [Kar81,Kar85]. With the underlying machinery one can solve
first-order linear difference equations (1) with n = 1 where the coefficients a0
and a1 and the inhomogeneous part b can be represented in terms of indefinite
nested sums and products. More precisely, the components of the recurrence
⋆ Research partially supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (FWF) grant
F5009-N15 in the framework of the Special Research Program “Algorithmic and
Enumerative Combinatorics”.
Email addresses: sergeyabramov@mail.ru (S.A. Abramov),
Marko.Petkovsek@fmf.uni-lj.si (M. Petkovsˇek),
Carsten.Schneider@risc.jku.at (C. Schneider).
1 N denotes the set of nonnegative integers.
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are represented within a given ΠΣ∗-field k and the solutions are searched
within this field k or a given extension of it.
Definition. Let k be a field with characteristic 0 and let σ be a field automor-
phism of k. Then (k, σ) is called a difference field; the constant field of k is
defined by C = {c ∈ k : σ(c) = c}. A difference field (k, σ) with constant
field C is called a ΠΣ∗-field if k = C(t1, . . . , te) where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ e each
ki = C(t1, . . . , ti) is a transcendental field extension of ki−1 = C(t1, . . . , ti−1)
(we set k0 = C) and σ has the property that σ(ti) = a ti (ti is a Π-monomial)
or σ(ti) = ti + a (ti is a Σ
∗-monomial) for some a ∈ ki−1.
We remark that Karr’s algorithm and refinements of it [Sch08, Sch15, Sch16]
enable one to carry out Zeilberger’s creative telescoping paradigm [Zei91] in
order to compute linear recurrence relations of definite sums whose summands
can be represented in ΠΣ∗-fields.
First steps to generalize Karr’s algorithm to nth-order linear difference equa-
tions (1) have been accomplished already in earlier work. Using Bronstein’s
generalization [Bro00] of Abramov’s denominator bounding [Abr89b,Abr89a]
and Schneider’s contributions [Sch01, Sch04, Sch05d, Sch05b] one obtains a
general method to solve linear difference equations of arbitrary order in ΠΣ∗-
fields. Restricting to the case that the coefficients a0, . . . , an are from C(ν)
(or, e.g., from the mixed multibasic case) and the inhomogeneous part is from
a ΠΣ∗-field k, one obtains a full algorithm to find all d’Alembertian solutions
of (1). This machinery, implemented within the package Sigma [Sch07], en-
ables one to produce (inhomogeneous) recurrences for big classes of definite
multi-sums and to solve them in terms of d’Alembertian solutions efficiently.
Typical examples can be found, e.g., in recent calculations within particle
physics [ABF+18]. However, if also the coefficients a0, . . . , an are from a gen-
eral ΠΣ∗-field, the available method is incomplete: one has to guess certain
denominator factors or has to predict manually degree bounds of polynomial
solutions. Furthermore, no hypergeometric algorithms over general ΠΣ∗-fields
have been available so far.
It is remarkable that the continuous analog of the difference field approach has
been fully solved since three decades. Starting with Risch’s algorithm [Ris69]
for indefinite integration, which can be considered as the continuous analogue
of Karr’s summation algorithm, many important contributions, like [SSC85],
have been accomplished; see also [Bro97] and references therein. This finally
led in [Sin91] to a complete algorithm that can find all Liouvillian solutions
(the continuous version of Liouvillian sequence solutions introduced above) of
linear differential equations whose coefficients are given in terms of Liouvillian
extensions.
Following Singer’s pioneering work we will push forward in this article the
discrete version initiated by Karr’s work. More precisely, given a homoge-
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neous linear difference equations where the coefficients are represented in a
ΠΣ∗-field k, we will elaborate a general algorithm that finds all solutions in
terms of hypergeometric solutions
∏ν
i=l h(i) with h ∈ k∗. As a consequence our
framework enables one not only to find all hypergeometric solutions [Pet92],
q-hypergeometric solutions [APP98] or multibasic solutions and their mixed
version [BP99], but the coefficients ai in (1) can be given in terms of indefinite
nested sums and products and the multiplicand of the hypergeometric product
can be built in terms of these arising sums and products.
Example 1 (I) Given the linear recurrence
(
1 +Hν + νHν
)2(
3 + 2ν + 2Hν + 3νHν + ν
2Hν
)2
F (ν)
− (1 + ν)(3 + 2ν)Hν
(
3 + 2ν + 2Hν + 3νHν + ν
2Hν
)2
F (ν + 1)
+ (1 + ν)2(2 + ν)3Hν
(
1 +Hν + νHν
)
F (ν + 2) = 0
in F (ν) of order 2 with coefficients in terms of the harmonic numbers Hν =∑ν
r=1
1
r
, our algorithmic machinery presented below produces the hypergeo-
metric solutions
Hν
ν∏
l=1
Hl and H
2
ν
ν∏
l=1
Hl. (2)
(II) Similarly, given the linear recurrence
− 2(1 + ν)2(2 + ν)ν!2
(
7 + 6ν + ν2 + 3ν! + 5νν! + 2ν2ν!
)
F (ν)
+ (1 + ν)(2 + ν)ν!
(
16 + 16ν + 3ν2 + 7ν! + 12νν! + 4ν2ν!
)
F (ν + 1)
− ν!
(
2 + 4ν + ν2 + ν! + 2ν
)
F (ν + 2) = 0
in F (ν) of order 2 with coefficients in terms of the factorials ν!, our new
algorithm computes the hypergeometric solutions
ν∏
l=1
l! and (ν! + ν2)2ν
ν∏
l=1
l!. (3)
Similar to the special case k = C(ν) in [Pet92] (and in Singer’s continuous
version [Sin91]) the underlying algorithm requires as subtask to find polyno-
mial and rational solutions of parameterized 2 linear difference equations with
coefficients in a ΠΣ∗-field.
Therefore the second main contribution of this work is the completion of the
available toolbox [Bro00,Sch01,Sch04,Sch05d,Sch05b] to a full algorithm that
2 In the parameterized version of (1) the inhomogeneous part is of the form b(ν) =
c1 b1(ν)+ · · ·+ cm bm(ν) for given b1, . . . , bm ∈ k and one searches not only for F (ν)
but also for all constants c1, . . . , cm ∈ C ⊆ k such that (1) holds.
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finds all solutions of parameterized linear difference equations in a given ΠΣ∗-
field k. More precisely, we will derive complete algorithms that solve the de-
nominator and degree bounding problems in a given ΠΣ∗-field k. To our sur-
prise we succeeded in this task only by computing hypergeometric solutions
(or at least all hypergeometric candidates) in a subfield of k (which is again
a ΠΣ∗-field). Summarizing, the tasks of solving parameterized linear differ-
ence equations and finding hypergeometric solutions are intrinsically tied up
to each other: solving one problem requires the solution of the other one.
All the algorithms presented in this article have been implemented within the
summation package Sigma [Sch07] exploiting the already implemented tool-
boxes from [Kar81,Kar85, Sch01,Bro00,AB00,Sch04, Sch05d,Sch05b,Sch05c,
Sch08,AP10,Sch15,Sch16,Sch17,OS18]. A demonstration how the recurrences
from Example 1 can be solved with Sigma is given in Example 22 below.
The outline of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we will rephrase the
problem to find hypergeometric solutions in the setting of difference rings
and fields. In Section 3 we will introduce a normal form of rational functions
in difference fields. Using this representation we will present in Section 4 a
general tactic to compute hypergeometric solutions over a general difference
field k(t) where t is a ΠΣ∗-monomial (t is an indeterminate that represents one
indefinite sum or product on top, see the above definition). As it turns out,
this yields a general reduction strategy from k(t) to k under the assumption
that one can find all solutions of parameterized linear difference equations in
the field k(t). In Section 5 we will provide a general method how such rational
solutions can be calculated in k(t) if one can solve the corresponding problem
in k. Finally, we will combine all these reduction tactics in Section 6 in order
to obtain a general framework that enables one to find all hypergeometric
solutions and rational solutions of linear difference equations in a difference
field k = K(t1) . . . (te) built by a tower of ΠΣ
∗-monomials ti. Here the base
difference field K must satisfy certain algorithmic properties. In particular,
we obtain a complete algorithm if k is a ΠΣ∗-field, i.e., if K = C is the field
of constants. Section 7 concludes the article.
A historical remark: This investigation was initiated in 2003 at Sophia An-
tipolis by the late Manuel Bronstein together with Sergei Abramov and Marko
Petkovsˇek, its intent being to provide a difference version of Michael Singer’s
work presented in [Sin91]. In the next two years all of the relevant subproblems
were solved except one: obtaining a degree bound for polynomial solutions in
difference-field extensions. In May of 2005, Manuel visited Carsten Schneider
at RISC (JKU Linz) who was working independently on a version of the same
algorithm in the setting of ΠΣ-fields. Together they established the desired
bound in Π-extensions, and Carsten joined the team. Unfortunately, on June
6, 2005, Manuel passed away at the age of 41 (see [Abr06] for his biography).
For various reasons, not the least of which was that it was not easy, the prob-
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lem of obtaining a degree bound in Σ-extensions has eluded the remaining
team for many years. But recently Carsten has solved it completely, and with
this paper we finally repay our debt to Manuel and pay homage to him.
We thank Manuel’s widow Karola Bronstein for her support and encourage-
ment to publish this article.
2 Difference rings and operators
As motivated in the introduction (see Example 1) we will develop algorithms to
find hypergeometric solutions in terms of indefinite nested sums and products.
Here the arising objects are represented in a ring 3 R and the shift-operator
is modeled by a ring automorphism σ : R→ R. The tuple (R, σ) is also called
a difference ring. If R is a field (often also denoted by k), σ turns to a field
automorphism and the tuple (R, σ) is also called a difference field.
We will use the following notations that are relevant in Karr’s work [Kar81]
and that have been refined and explored further in [Bro00].
Definition 1 Let (R, σ) be a difference field.
• a ∈ R is called constant if σ(a) = a. The set of constants is denoted by
Constσ(R).
• a ∈ R is called semi-invariant if there is an u ∈ R∗ with σ(a) = u a. The
set of semi-invariants of R is denoted by Rσ.
• a ∈ R is called semi-periodic if there are n > 0 and u ∈ R∗ with σn(a) =
un a. The set of semi-periodic elements of R is denoted by Rσ
∗
.
By definition we have Constσ(R) ⊆ Rσ ⊆ Rσ∗ . Note further that Constσ(R)
is a subring of R. In particular, if R is a field, Constσ(R) is a subfield of R
which is also called the constant field of R. Since all rings and fields have
characteristic 0, the rational numbers Q are contained in Constσ(R).
Notation: For any a in a difference ring (R, σ) and any integer n ≥ 0, we
write
aσ,n =
n−1∑
i=0
σia, aσ,n =
n−1∏
i=0
σia, aσ,σ,n =
n−1∏
i=0
aσ,i,
where aσ,0 = 0 and a
σ,0 = aσ,σ,0 = aσ,σ,1 = 1.
Lemma 1 Let (k, σ) be a difference field. Then
3 All rings and fields in this paper have characteristic zero and by R∗ we denote
the set of units of R.
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(
σ a
a
)σ,n
=
σ aσ,n
aσ,n
=
σna
a
, (4)
(
σia
)σ,n−i
=
aσ,n
aσ,i
, (5)
(
aσ,i
)σ,n−i
=
aσ,σ,n
aσ,σ,i aσ,σ,n−i
(6)
for all a ∈ k∗ and all integers n ≥ i ≥ 0.
Proof. By induction on n. ✷
For any p and q in a polynomial ring R[x] over an integral domain R, we write
p⊥ q to say that p and q are coprime, and we denote the leading coefficient of
p by lc(p).
Let (k, σ) be difference field and E be transcendental over k. The difference
operator ring over k denoted by k[E; σ] is a polynomial ring k[E] with the
noncommutative multiplication given by E h = σ(h)E for any h ∈ k. In
Lemma 2 below we will use the fact that k[E; σ] is a right Euclidean domain.
In addition, we will use regularly the property that a difference operator L =
a0E
0 + a1E
1 + · · ·+ amEm ∈ k[E; σ] acts on an element b ∈ k by
L(b) = a0 b+ a1 σ(b) + · · ·+ am σm(b).
Note that the difference operator ring is a special case of a left-Ore ring [Ore33];
for further properties and applications see, e.g., [BP96,CS98].
Definition 2 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and C its subfield of constants.
Let V be a subspace of k over C. We say that we can compute all the solutions
in V of equations with coefficients in k if given any nonzero L ∈ k[E; σ], we
can compute a finite basis of the C-vector space {f ∈ V ; L(f) = 0}. We say
that we can compute 4 all the hypergeometric candidates for equations with
coefficients in k if given any nonzero L ∈ k[E; σ], we can compute a finite set
S ⊂ k such that for any r ∈ k∗, if E − r is a right factor of L in k[E; σ],
then r = uσ(v)/v for some u ∈ S and v ∈ k∗. We say that we can compute
all the hypergeometric solutions of equations with coefficients in k if given
any nonzero L ∈ k[E; σ], we can compute a finite set S ⊂ k∗ and finite sets
Su ⊂ k∗ for each u ∈ S such that for any r ∈ k∗, if E − r is a right factor of
L in k[E; σ], then
r = u
∑
v∈Su cv σv∑
v∈Su cvv
for some u ∈ S and for some constants cv ∈ C.
The difference fields under consideration are built by a tower of certain differ-
ence field extensions. In general, a difference field (K, σ′) is called a difference
4 This means that there is an algorithm that can perform the calculations.
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field extension of (k, σ) if K is a field extension of k and σ′(f) = σ(f) for all
f ∈ k. Since σ′ and σ agree on k, we do not distinguish between them anymore.
Due to [Bro00] (inspired by [Kar81]) we will use the following notions.
Definition 3 Let (K, σ) be a difference field extension of (k, σ).
• We call t ∈ K unimonomial over k if t is transcendental and σ(t) = α t+ β
with α ∈ k∗ and β ∈ k.
• A difference field extension (K, σ) of (k, σ) is given by a tower of unimono-
mials over k if (K, σ) = (k(t1) . . . (te), σ) where ti is an unimonomial over
k(t1) . . . (ti−1) for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ e.
Example 2 Consider the difference field (k, σ) where k = Q(x)(h) is a ratio-
nal function field and the field automorphism σ : k → k is defined by σ(c) = c
for all c ∈ Q, σ(x) = x + 1 and σ(h) = h + 1
x+1
. By construction, k is built
by the unimonomial x over Q and the unimonomial h over Q(x). Note that
by construction of (k, σ) the harmonic numbers Hm with Hm+1 = Hm +
1
m+1
can be rephrased by the variable h. In particular, the linear recurrence in
Example 1(I) can be rewritten in terms of the linear difference operator
L = a0 E
0 + a1 E
1 + a2E
2 (7)
with
a0 = (1 + h+ hx)
2(3 + 2h+ 2x+ 3hx+ hx2)2,
a1 = −h(1 + x)(3 + 2x)(3 + 2h+ 2x+ 3hx+ hx2)2,
a2 = h(1 + x)
2(2 + x)3(1 + h+ hx).
(8)
A minimal set of hypergeometric candidates of L is S = {1+h+hx
x+1
}. Namely,
with
rj =
1 + h+ hx
x+ 1
σ(hj)
hj
, j = 1, 2, (9)
we get all right-hand factors E − rj of L. Details how S = {1+h+hxx+1 } (more
precisely, a larger set that contains S) can be computed are given in Example 8.
Lemma 2 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and L =
∑n
i=0 aiE
i ∈ k[E; σ] be a
linear ordinary difference operator with coefficients in k and an 6= 0. For any
r ∈ k∗, E − r is a right-factor of L in k[E; σ] if and only if ∑ni=0 airσ,i = 0.
Proof. Let y be transcendental over k and extend σ to an endomorphism of
k(y) by defining σy = ry. Let L = Q(E − r) + s be the right-division of L by
E − r where Q ∈ k[E; σ] and s ∈ k. Then, L(y) = Q(σy − ry) + sy = sy, so
E − r is a right-factor of L if and only if L(y) = 0. Since σy = ry, (4) implies
that σiy = rσ,iy for any i ≥ 0. Therefore,
L(y) =
n∑
i=0
ai σ
iy = y
n∑
i=0
ai r
σ,i
8
and it follows that E−r is a right-factor of L if and only if∑ni=0 ai rσ,i = 0. ✷
Example 3 Based on the results of Example 2 the following equations with
j = 1, 2 hold by Lemma 2:
a0rj
σ,0 + a1 rj
σ,1 + a2rj
σ,2 = 0. (10)
As it turns out, the representations (9) with the components r˜ := 1+h+hx
x+1
and
hj with j = 1, 2 yield
a0 h
j r˜σ,0 + a1 σ(h
j) r˜σ,1 + a2 σ
2(hj)r˜σ,2 = 0. (11)
With
Hν+i = σ
i(h)|h 7→Hν ,x 7→ν and
ν+i∏
l=1
Hl = (r˜
σ,i|x 7→ν)
ν∏
l=1
Hl
for ν, i ∈ N it follows from (11) that (2) are solutions of the recurrence given
in Example 1(I).
Theorem 1 Let (k, σ) be a difference field. If we can compute all the solutions
in k and all the hypergeometric candidates for equations with coefficients in
k, then we can compute all the hypergeometric solutions of equations with
coefficients in k.
Proof. Let L =
∑n
i=0 aiE
i ∈ k[E; σ] be a linear ordinary difference operator
with coefficients in k and an 6= 0. By hypothesis, we can compute a finite set
S ⊂ k such that for any r ∈ k∗, if E − r is a right factor of L in k[E; σ], then
r = uσ(v)/v for some u ∈ S and v ∈ k∗. Let E − r be such a right factor. By
Lemma 2,
∑n
i=0 air
σ,i = 0. Since r = uσ(v)/v for some u ∈ S and v ∈ k∗, it
follows from (4) that rσ,i = uσ,iσi(v)/v, whence
0 =
n∑
i=0
ai r
σ,i =
n∑
i=0
ai u
σ,i σ
iv
v
.
By hypothesis, we can compute for each u ∈ S a finite basis Su ⊂ k∗ of the
C-vector space {y ∈ k; Lu(y) = 0} where
Lu =
n∑
i=0
ai u
σ,iEi (12)
and C = Constσ(k). Since Lu(v) = 0, it follows that there are constants
cw ∈ C such that v = ∑w∈Su cww, and so
r = u
σv
v
= u
∑
w∈Su cw σw∑
w∈Su cww
.
As E − r was an arbitrary right-factor of L in k[E; σ], this means that we
can compute all the hypergeometric solutions of equations with coefficients in
k. ✷
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Example 4 We take the hypergeometric candidate u = 1+h+hx
x+1
∈ S from
Example 2 and construct
Lu = (1 + h+ hx)(3 + 2h+ 2x+ 3hx+ hx
2)E0
− h(3 + 2x)(3 + 2h+ 2x+ 3hx+ hx2)E1
+ h(2 + x)2(1 + h + hx)E2 (13)
as given in (12). Computing the set of solutions
{v ∈ Q(x)(h) : Lu(v) = 0} = {c1 h+ c2 h2 : c1, c2 ∈ Q}, (14)
we can determine the components (9). What remains open is how the set S
of hypergeometric candidates of L can be determined. These aspects will be
explored further in the next two sections. Finally, we derive an algorithm in
Section 5 for computing the solutions (12) of (13).
3 A normal form for rational functions
In this section we will require another important notion [Bro00] that is closely
related to the dispersion introduced in [Abr71,Abr89b]; compare also the def-
inition of Karr’s specification of equivalence in [Kar81].
Definition 4 Let k be a field, t transcendental over k, and σ an automorphism
of the polynomial ring k[t]. For any a, b ∈ k[t] we define their spread as
Sprσ(a, b) = {m ∈ N : gcd(a, σm(b) 6= 1}
and their dispersion as
Disσ(a, b) =


−1 if Sprσ(a, b) is empty,
max Sprσ(a, b) if Sprσ(a, b) is finite and nonempty,
+∞ if Sprσ(a, b) is infinite.
Theorem 2 Let k be a field, t transcendental over k, and σ an automorphism
of the polynomial ring k[t]. Then for any r ∈ k(t)∗, there are polynomials
a, b, c ∈ k[t] such that in k(t)
r =
a
b
· σc
c
, (15)
where
(i) Sprσ(a, b) = ∅,
(ii) a⊥ c,
(iii) b⊥σc.
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If, in addition, σ maps k onto k, and k[t]σ
∗
= k[t]σ, then
(iv) Sprσ(c) is finite.
If emptiness of spread in k[t] is decidable, polynomials a, b, c can be computed.
Proof. Let r = f/g where f, g ∈ k[t]\{0}. We obtain a, b, c by the performing
the following steps:
input: f, g ∈ k[t], f, g 6= 0;
output: a, b, c ∈ k[t] satisfying (15) and (i) – (iii);
1. a0 := f ; b0 := g; c0 := 1; i := 0;
2. while Sprσ(ai, bi) 6= ∅ do
3. i := i+ 1;
4. hi := min Sprσ(ai−1, bi−1);
5. di := gcd(ai−1, σ
hibi−1);
6. ai := ai−1/di;
7. bi := bi−1/σ
−hidi;
8. ci := ci−1 · (σ−hidi)σ,hi;
9. n := i; a := an; b := bn; c := cn;
10. return (a, b, c).
Clearly, this is an algorithm if one can decide emptiness of spread in k[t]: on line
4 we have Sprσ(ai−1, bi−1) 6= ∅, hence to find its minimum test m = 0, 1, 2, . . .
until deg gcd(ai−1, σ
mbi−1) > 0. By definition of spread, deg di > 0. Therefore
deg ai < deg ai−1 on line 6, hence the while loop on lines 2 – 8 eventually
terminates. On lines 6 and 7, di | ai−1 and σ−hidi | bi−1, so ai, bi ∈ k[t].
Note that ai | ai−1, bi | bi−1 and Sprσ(ai, bi) ⊆ Sprσ(ai−1, bi−1) \ {hi} for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, so h1 < h2 < · · · < hn. Clearly
a =
f
d1 · · · dn , b =
g
σ−h1d1 · · ·σ−hndn , c = (σ
−h1d1)
σ,h1 · · · (σ−hndn)σ,hn ,
therefore, by (4),
a
b
· σc
c
=
f
d1 · · · dn ·
σ−h1d1 · · ·σ−hndn
g
· d1 · · · dn
σ−h1d1 · · ·σ−hndn =
f
g
= r,
proving (15).
(i): Upon exiting the while loop, its condition Sprσ(ai, bi) 6= ∅ is false. Thus
Sprσ(a, b) = Sprσ(an, bn) = Sprσ(ai, bi) = ∅.
(ii): Assume that u ∈ k[t] \ k is an irreducible factor of a and c. Then u | an
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and u | σ−jdi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with hi ≥ 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , hi}. As
bi−1 = biσ
−hidi, it follows that u | σhi−jbi−1, and so hi − j ∈ Sprσ(an, bi−1).
On the other hand, n > i − 1 implies that an | ai−1, hence Sprσ(an, bi−1) ⊆
Sprσ(ai−1, bi−1) ⊆ {hi, hi + 1, . . .}. As j ≥ 1, we get hi − j /∈ Sprσ(an, bi−1).
This contradiction shows that a⊥ c.
(iii): Assume that u ∈ k[t] \ k is an irreducible factor of b and σc. Then u | bn
and u | σ1−jdi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with hi ≥ 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , hi}. As
ai−1 = aidi, it follows that u | σ1−jai−1. Hence σj−1u | ai−1 and σj−1u | σj−1bn,
so j − 1 ∈ Sprσ(ai−1, bn). On the other hand, n > i− 1 implies that bn | bi−1,
hence Sprσ(ai−1, bn) ⊆ Sprσ(ai−1, bi−1) ⊆ {hi, hi + 1, . . .}. As j ≤ hi, it follows
that j − 1 /∈ Sprσ(ai−1, bn). This contradiction shows that b⊥σc.
(iv): Assume that Sprσ(c) is infinite. Then c has a factor p ∈ k[t]σ
∗ \ k by
Theorem 6(iii) of [Bro00]. By Lemma 3(iv) of [Bro00], we can assume that p is
irreducible. It follows that p | (σ−hidi)σ,hi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with hi ≥ 1,
and further that p | σ−jdi for some j ∈ {1, . . . , hi}. Therefore σjp | ai−1 and
σj−hip | bi−1. As p ∈ k[t]σ
∗
= k[t]σ by assumption, this implies that p | ai−1 and
p | bi−1. Hence hi = min Sprσ(ai−1, bi−1) = 0, a contradiction. ✷
Example 5 Let f(t) = t3 and g(t) = (t − 1)(t − 2)(t − 3). We apply the
algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 2 to f(t)/g(t) for two different auto-
morphisms σ of k[t].
a) If σ is the unique k-automorphism of k[t] satisfying σt = t + 1, then
Sprσ(f, g) = {1, 2, 3}, a(t) = b(t) = 1, c(t) = (t − 1)3(t − 2)2(t − 3), and
Sprσ(c) = {0, 1, 2} is finite. In this case k[t]σ
∗
= k[t]σ = k.
b) If σ is the unique k-automorphism of k[t] satisfying σt = 1 − t, then
Sprσ(f, g) = {1, 3, 5, . . .}, a(t) = t2, b(t) = −(t − 2)(t − 3), c(t) = 1 − t,
and Sprσ(c) = {0, 2, 4, . . .} is infinite. Note that in this case σ2p(t) = p(t) for
all p ∈ k[t], so k[t]σ∗ = k[t], but t /∈ k[t]σ because there is no u ∈ k[t]∗ = k∗
such that 1− t = ut. Hence k[t]σ∗ 6= k[t]σ.
4 Hypergeometric solutions in ΠΣ∗-extensions
In Section 3 we have introduced a normal form for general unimonomial ex-
tensions. In the following we will specialize and refine this result further to
unimonomial extensions that satisfies further properties.
Lemma 3 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and t be unimonomial over k such
that k[t]σ
∗
= k[t]σ. Let L =
∑n
i=0 aiE
i ∈ k[t][E; σ] be a linear ordinary differ-
ence operator with coefficients in k[t] where a0an 6= 0, and r ∈ k(t)∗ be such
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that E− r is a right factor of L in k(t)[E; σ]. Then, in the decomposition (15)
for r, we have a | a0 and b | σ1−nan.
Proof. Since E−r is a right factor of L, Lemma 2 implies that∑ni=0 ai rσ,i = 0.
Replacing r in this equation by its decomposition (15) and using (4), we obtain
n∑
i=0
ai
aσ,i
bσ,i
σic
c
= 0 .
Multiplying through by bσ,nc and using (5), we establish that
n∑
i=0
ai a
σ,i(σib)
σ,n−i
σic = 0 . (16)
Since a divides every term in the sum (16) for i > 0, it follows that a | a0bσ,nc,
and Theorem 2 (i),(ii) implies that a | a0. Similarly, σn−1b divides every term
in the sum (16) for i < n, so σn−1b | anaσ,nσnc and b | σ1−nan (σ1−na)σ,nσc. It
follows from Theorem 2 (i),(iii) that b | σ1−nan. ✷
In the following we will restrict to the class of ΠΣ∗-monomials introduced
by [Kar81].
Definition 5 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and t a unimonomial over k with
Constσ(k(t)) = Constσ(k). We say that:
• t is a Π-monomial over k if σt/t ∈ k,
• t is a Σ∗-monomial over k if σt− t ∈ k,
• t is a ΠΣ∗-monomial over k if either σt/t ∈ k or σt− t ∈ k,
• (k(t), σ) is a ΠΣ∗-extension (resp. a Π-extension, a Σ∗-extension) of (k, σ)
if t is a ΠΣ∗-monomial (resp. a Π-monomial, a Σ∗-monomial) over k,
• a difference field extension (K, σ) of (k, σ) is given by a tower of ΠΣ∗-
monomials over k if (K, σ) = (k(t1) . . . (te), σ) where ti is a ΠΣ
∗-monomial
over k(t1) . . . (ti−1) for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ e,
• (k, σ) is a ΠΣ∗-field over C if C = Constσ(k) and (k, σ) is given by a tower
of ΠΣ∗-monomials over C.
As worked out in [Kar81,Kar85] (see also [Bro00, Sch01, Sch16]) one obtains
alternative characterizations of Π-monomials and Σ∗-monomials that will be
used later. In this regard, the following extra notion is needed.
Definition 6 Let (k, σ) be a difference field. α ∈ k is called a σ-radical over
k if there are g ∈ k∗ and n ∈ N \ {0} with σ(g) = αn g.
Theorem 3 ( [Kar81]) Let (K, σ) be a difference field extension of (k, σ),
and let t ∈ K∗. Then t is:
(i) a Π-monomial over k iff σ(t)/t ∈ k and σ(t)/t is not a σ-radical over k,
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(ii) a Σ∗-monomial over k iff σt − t ∈ k and there is no w ∈ k such that
σt− t = σw − w.
Example 6 Consider the difference field (Q(x)(h)) from Example 2: Obvi-
ously, x is unimonomial over Q. Since there is no w ∈ Q with σ(w)− w = 1,
it is a Σ∗-monomial by part (ii) of Theorem 3. Similarly, h is unimonomial
over Q(x) and there is no w ∈ Q(x) such that σ(w) − w = 1
x+1
. Thus h is a
Σ∗-monomial over Q(x) by part (ii) of Theorem 3. Summarizing, (Q(x)(h), σ)
is a ΠΣ∗-field over Q. In particular, Constσ(Q(x)(h)) = Q.
Example 7 Consider the difference field (k, σ) that is built form the rational
function k = Q(x)(p) and the field automorphism σ : k → k defined by
σ(c) = c for all c ∈ Q, σ(x) = x + 1 and σ(p) = (x + 1)p. As observed in
the previous example, x is a Σ∗-monomial over Q. Furthermore, there is no
m ∈ N and w ∈ Q(x) \ {0} such that σ(w) = (x + 1)mw. Thus by part
(i) of Theorem 3 it follows that p is a Π-monomial over Q. Summarizing,
(Q(x)(p), σ) is a ΠΣ∗-field over Q, in particular, Constσ(Q(x)(p)) = Q.
Corollary 1 Let (k, σ) be a difference field, let t be a ΠΣ∗-monomial over k,
and let r ∈ k(t)∗. Then there are a, b, c ∈ k[t] \ {0} such that (15) holds where
(i) Sprσ(a, b) = ∅,
(ii) a⊥ c,
(iii) b⊥σc,
(iv) Sprσ(c) is finite,
(v) c(0) 6= 0 if σ(t)/t ∈ k.
If emptiness of spread in k[t] is decidable, polynomials a, b, c can be computed.
Proof. Since t is a unimonomial over k, it is transcendental over k and σ is
an automorphism of k[t]. Hence by Theorem 2, there are polynomials a, b, c ∈
k[t] \ {0} such that (15) holds and conditions (i)–(iii) are satisfied.
If t is a Σ∗-monomial over k then it follows from [Kar81, Theorem 4] or [Bro00,
Theorem 3] that
k[t]σ
∗
= k[t]σ = k.
If t is a Π-monomial over k then it follows from [Kar81, Theorem 4] or [Bro00,
Theorem 4] that
k[t]σ
∗
= k[t]σ = {c tm : c ∈ k,m ∈ Z, m ≥ 0}.
In either case, Theorem 2 implies that condition (iv) holds as well. Finally,
from [Bro00, Theorem 5] it follows that c ∈ k[t] has infinite spread iff it is
divisible by t. Since Sprσ(c) is finite, we conclude that c(0) 6= 0. ✷
Lemma 4 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and t be a ΠΣ∗-monomial over k
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with σ(t) = α t + β. Let p ∈ k[t] be nonzero and n ≥ 0 be an integer. Then
(i) deg(σnp) = deg p,
(ii) lc(σnp) = σn(lc(p)) (αdeg p)
σ,n
,
(iii) deg(pσ,n) = n deg p,
(iv) lc(pσ,n) = lc(p)σ,n(αdeg p)
σ,σ,n
.
Proof. Write p =
∑d
j=0 pjt
j with pd 6= 0. Since σt = αt + β, σnt = ασ,nt + an
for some an ∈ k. Therefore, σn(pjtj) = σn(pj)(ασ,nt+ an)j , which implies that
σn(p) = σn(pd)(α
d)
σ,n
td + qn where qn ∈ k[t] and deg(qn) < d. This proves (i)
and (ii). Furthermore,
pσ,n =
n−1∏
i=0
σip =
n−1∏
i=0
(σi(pd)(α
d)
σ,i
td + qi) = pd
σ,n(αd)
σ,σ,n
tnd + q
where q ∈ k[t] and deg(q) < nd. This proves (iii) and (iv). ✷
We are now ready to present our main result to compute hypergeometric
solutions over a ΠΣ∗-monomial. We note that a specialized result can be also
recovered in [Pet92,APP98,BP99].
Theorem 4 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and t be a ΠΣ∗-monomial over k.
(i) If we can compute all the hypergeometric candidates for equations with
coefficients in k, then we can compute all the hypergeometric candidates
for equations with coefficients in k(t).
(ii) If, in addition, we can also compute a basis for the solutions in k[t] (if t
is a Σ∗-monomial) or in k[t−1] (if t is a Π-monomial) of equations with
coefficients in k(t), then we can compute all the hypergeometric solutions
of equations with coefficients in k(t).
Proof. Let t be a ΠΣ∗-monomial over k with σ t = α t+ β where α ∈ k∗ and
β ∈ k. Let L = ∑ni=0 aiEi ∈ k[t][E; σ] with an 6= 0. Let r ∈ k(t)∗ be such that
E−r is a right factor of L in k(t)[E; σ]. By Lemma 2, we have ∑ni=0 airσ,i = 0.
From Corollary 1 it follows by extraction of leading coefficients that there are
z ∈ k∗ and monic polynomials a, b, c ∈ k[t] such that
r = z
a
b
σc
c
(17)
and conditions (i)–(v) of Corollary 1 are satisfied. Replacing decomposition
(15) by (17) in the proof of Lemma 3 changes equation (16) into
n∑
i=0
ai z
σ,iaσ,i(σib)
σ,n−i
σic = 0 . (18)
Let µ = max0≤i≤n τ(i) where τ(i) = deg ai + i deg a + (n − i) deg b. Using
Lemmas 1 and 4 and the fact that a, b, c are monic, we obtain
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0 = coefficient of tµ+deg c in
n∑
i=0
ai z
σ,iaσ,i(σib)
σ,n−i
σic
=
∑
0≤i≤n
τ(i)=µ
lc(ai) z
σ,i lc(aσ,i) lc
(
(σib)
σ,n−i
)
lc(σic)
=
∑
0≤i≤n
τ(i)=µ
lc(ai) z
σ,i
(
αdeg a
)σ,σ,i (
lc(σib)
)σ,n−i(
αdeg b
)σ,σ,n−i (
αdeg c
)σ,i
=
∑
0≤i≤n
τ(i)=µ
lc(ai)
(
αdeg a
)σ,σ,i ((
αdeg b
)σ,i)σ,n−i (
αdeg b
)σ,σ,n−i (
z αdeg c
)σ,i
=
∑
0≤i≤n
τ(i)=µ
lc(ai)
(
αdeg a−deg b
)σ,σ,i (
αdeg b
)σ,σ,n
z˜σ,i
where z˜ = z αdeg c ∈ k∗. Then Lemma 2 implies that E − z˜ is a right factor of
La,b =
∑
0≤i≤n
τ(i)=µ
lc(ai)
(
αdeg a−deg b
)σ,σ,i (
αdeg b
)σ,σ,n
Ei (19)
in k[E; σ]. Since we can compute all the hypergeometric candidates for equa-
tions with coefficients in k, we can compute a finite set Sa,b ⊂ k such that
z˜ = uσ(v)/v for some u ∈ Sa,b and v ∈ k∗. Then replacing z by z˜α−deg c =
α−deg cuσ(v)/v in (17) we establish that
r = uα−deg c
a
b
σ(vc)
vc
=

 u
a
b
σ(vc)
vc
if t is a Σ∗-monomial,
u a
b
σ(vct− deg c)
vct− deg c
if t is a Π-monomial.
(20)
By Lemma 3, the finite set {u a/b; u ∈ Sa,b, a | a0, b | σ1−nan, a, b monic} is
the set of all the hypergeometric candidates for L, which proves (i).
At this point, if we assumed that we can compute all the solutions in k(t)
of equations with coefficients in k(t), then we could compute all the hyper-
geometric solutions of equations with coefficients in k(t) by Theorem 1. We
assume however only the weaker condition that we can compute a basis for
the solutions in k[t] (if t is a Σ∗-monomial) resp. the solutions in k[t−1] (if t
is a Π-monomial) of such equations. For a given candidate u a/b, replacing r
by its decomposition (20) in
∑n
i=0 air
σ,i = 0 we obtain La,b,u(vc) = 0 if t is a
Σ∗-monomial, and La,b,u(vct
− deg c) = 0 if t is a Π-monomial where
La,b,u =
n∑
i=0
ai u
σ,iaσ,i(σib)
σ,n−i
Ei . (21)
Note that vc ∈ k[t] and vct− deg c ∈ k[t−1]. By hypothesis, we can compute a
basis for the solutions in k[t], resp. in k[t−1] of La,b,u, so doing this for each
of the finitely many candidates ua/b we can compute all the hypergeometric
solutions of L, which proves (ii). ✷
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Remark 1 In the proof of Theorem 4 we looked at the leading coefficient
in equation (18). However, when t is a Π-monomial, one can also look at the
constant coefficient in this equation. In this way, the factor αdeg c depending
on the degree of c can be avoided. It is this extra factor that leads to the
problem of finding solutions in k[t−1] instead of in k[t]. However, this is not a
restriction at all: If t is a Π-monomial with σ(t) = α t, then also tˆ := t−1 is a
Π-monomial with σ(tˆ) = α−1tˆ. Thus finding solutions in k[t−1] — as required
in Theorem 4 — is equivalent to finding solutions in k[tˆ]. Problems of this
type will be solved in the next section; see also Example 19(3).
Example 8 We reconsider Examples 2–4 in the light of the proof of Theo-
rem 4. Following its underlying procedure we compute a finite set of hyperge-
ometric candidates of L with the goal to find all its hypergeometric solutions.
First, take all monic factors that divide a0 and all monic factors that divide
σ1−2(a2) and collect them in A and B, respectively. Clearing in addition all de-
nominators (w.r.t. x) and defining α = 1+h+hx and β = 3+2h+2x+3hx+hx2
we get the sets
A = {1, α, α2, β, α β, α2 β, β2, α β2, α2 β2},
B = {1, h, h x− 1, h(h x− 1)}.
Next, we have to loop through all (a, b) ∈ A×B and compute for each operator
La,b given in (19) a finite set of hypergeometric candidates. For instance, for
(a, b) = (α, 1) we get (after clearing common factors) the operator
Lα,1 = E
0 − (3 + 2x)E1 + (2 + x)2E2
and can extract the following set of hypergeometric candidates of Lα,1: Sα,1 =
{1, 1
x+1
, 1
(x+1)2
}. Computing for each a, b ∈ A × B such a set Sa,b of hyperge-
ometric candidates, one can produce a set of hypergeometric candidates of L
by
S = {a
b
u : (a, b) ∈ A× B, u ∈ Sa,b}. (22)
In particular, S contains the elements of {α
1
u : u ∈ Sα,1}. Among all can-
didates of L only the candidate α
1
1
x+1
= 1+h+hx
x+1
contributes. In other words,
after some checks (see also Example 10) we can restrict S to the minimal set
{1+h+hx
x+1
}; compare Example 2. More precisely, only for (a, b, u) = (α, 1, 1
x+1
)
the operator (21) has a nonzero solution in Q(x)[h]. Namely, for Lα,1, 1
x+1
, which
is nothing else than (13), we compute the set of solutions (14). Note that in
Example 8 (using Theorem 1) we searched for solutions in Q(x)(h). By the
construction of the tuples (a, b) and Theorem 4 it follows that the desired
solutions have to be searched only in Q(x)[h]. As claimed earlier in Exam-
ple 3 it follows that E − rj with (9) are all right-hand factors of L. Together
with Example 3 we conclude that (2) are all hypergeometric solutions of the
recurrence given in Example 1(I).
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Example 9 In (k, σ) from Example 7 the factorials m! with (m + 1)! =
(m + 1)m! can be rephrased by the variable p, and the linear recurrence in
Example 1(II) can be represented by the linear difference operator (7) with
a0 = −2p2(1 + x)2(2 + x)(7 + 3p+ 6x+ 5px+ x2 + 2px2),
a1 = p(1 + x)(2 + x)(16 + 7p+ 16x+ 12px+ 3x
2 + 4px2),
a2 = −(2 + p+ 4x+ 2px+ x2).
While computing a finite set of hypergeometric candidates of L only the factors
a = 1 | a0 and b = p | σ1−2(a2) contribute. We consider the operator La,b
defined in (19) for a = 1, b = p which gives
L1,p = −2(1 + x)2(2+ x)(3 + 2x)E0+ (2+ x)(7+ 12x+4x2)E1− (1+ 2x)E2.
From this operator we can extract the hypergeometric candidates 1 + x and
2(1+ x)2 that are relevant. Thus we look at the corresponding operators (21)
with (a, b, u) ∈ {(1, p, x+ 1), (1, p, 2(x+ 1)2)}:
L1,p,x+1 =− 2(7 + 3p+ 6x+ 5px+ x2 + 2px2)E0
+ (16 + 7p+ 16x+ 12px+ 3x2 + 4px2)E
− (2 + p+ 4x+ 2px+ x2)E2,
L1,p,2(x+1)2 =− (7 + 3p+ 6x+ 5px+ x2 + 2px2)E0
+ (1 + x)(16 + 7p+ 16x+ 12px+ 3x2 + 4px2)E
− 2(1 + x)(2 + x)(2 + p+ 4x+ 2px+ x2)E2.
The solutions of the two operators in Q(x)[p−1] are 1 and 1+ x
2
p
, respectively.
Thus the factors E − rj with
r1 = (x+ 1)p and r2 = 2(x+ 1)
2p
σ((p+ x2)/p)
(p+ x2)/p
are right-hand factors of L, and by Lemma 2 the Riccati equation (10) holds.
Alternatively, taking r˜1 = (x+1)p, v1 = 1 and r˜2 = 2(x+1)p, v2 = p+ x
2 we
get rj = r˜
σ(vj )
vj
for j = 1, 2. In particular, this yields
a0 vj r˜
σ,0
j + a1 σ(vj) r˜
σ,1
j + a2 σ
2(vj)r˜
σ,2
j = 0 (23)
for j = 1, 2. Since
(ν + i)! = σi(p)|p 7→ν!,x 7→ν,
ν+i∏
l=1
l! = (r˜σ,i1 |x 7→ν)
ν∏
l=1
l!,
ν+i∏
l=1
(2 · l!) = (r˜σ,i2 |x 7→ν)
ν∏
l=1
(2 · l!)
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for ν, i ∈ N, we conclude from (23) that (3) are solutions of the recurrence
given in Example 1(II).
Remark 2 Following the constructive proof of Theorem 4 the size of the set of
candidates of an operator L =
∑n
i=0 aiE
i ∈ k[t][E; σ] can get very large. First,
the set A × B might be large where A contains all monic factors of a ∈ k[t]
with a | a0 and B contains all monic factors b ∈ K[t] with b | σ−n+1(an),
and second, also the obtained sets of hypergeometric candidates Sa,b of the
underlying operators La,b ∈ k[E; σ] might be of considerable size. Thus the
set (22) of hypergeometric candidates of L might increase dramatically. The
following strategies (compare also [PWZ96, page 155]) might lead to smaller
sets S that have been incorporated within the summation package Sigma:
(1) One can drop all tuples (a, b) ∈ A × B where only one summand in (19)
remains, i.e., if |{0 ≤ i ≤ n | τ(i) = µ}| = 1 holds.
(2) In case that one can compute the spread in k[t], one can remove all pairs
(a, b) ∈ A× B with Sprσ(a, b) 6= ∅. By Theorem 9 this is, e.g., possible if the
ground field (k, σ) is σ-computable (see Definition 7). In particular, one can
compute Sprσ(a, b) if (k, σ) is a ΠΣ
∗-field where the constant field C possesses
certain algorithmic properties (see Theorem 10 below).
(3) Looking at (20) it follows that only those pairs (a, b) ∈ A × B need to
be considered that can be combined to a hypergeometric solution of La,b.
In particular, given the hypergeometric solutions of La,b, one can reuse this
information for the computation of the hypergeometric solutions of L itself.
(4) Consider the linear factor E−r of L with r = a
b
σ(v)
v
. In (3) we suppose that
Sprσ(a, b) = ∅. Using ideas from [Sch05c,AP10] one can even find a, b ∈ k[t]
and v ∈ k(t) with r = a
b
σ(v)
v
such that Sprσ(a, b) = ∅ and Sprσ(b, a) = ∅. In
other words, for any irreducible factors α, β ∈ k[t] with α | a and β | b there
does not exist an l ∈ Z with σl(α)
β
∈ k. In this case we also say that α and
β are σ-coprime. As a consequence, it suffices to search for hypergeometric
candidates a
b
where the irreducible factors in a, b are σ-coprime. Using this
extra insight, one can often decrease the number of candidates. However one
has to pay a price: in general, v is not anymore a polynomial in t, but a
rational function in t. In particular, one has to look for solutions of (21) not
in k[t] (resp. k[t−1]), but in k(t). Luckily, the solver in Sigma is rather efficient
and this extra complication is often negligible compared to the advantage of
obtaining a smaller number of candidates.
Example 10 In Example 8 there are 9 ·4 = 36 tuples in A×B. Among them
one can remove all tuples (a, b) with deg(b)− deg(a) 6= 1 due to improvement
(1) in Remark 2. From the remaining 9 tuples we can exclude all those where
Sprσ(a, b) 6= ∅; see improvement (2) in Remark 2. With
σ(h) =
1 + h+ hx
1 + x
and σ2(h) =
3 + 2h+ 2x+ 3hx+ hx2
(1 + x)(2 + x)
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we conclude that one can restrict the candidates further to (a, b) = (1, 1+h+
hx).
Example 11 Using in addition refinement (4) of Remark 2, it suffices to
take the sets A = {1, h, h2, h3, h4} and B = {1, h, h2}. In particular, only the
7 pairs (1, 1), (h, 1), (h2, 1), (h3, 1), (h4, 1), (1, h), (1, h2) of A × B have to be
considered. Applying also improvement (1) of Remark 2 one can restrict this
set further to (1, h). This feature is illustrated also within the Mathematica
session In[6] of Example 22.
5 Rational solutions
Throughout this section, (k, σ) is a difference field and t is a ΠΣ∗-monomial
over k. The results of the previous sections have reduced the problem of com-
puting hypergeometric solutions of linear ordinary difference equations with
coefficients in k(t) to computing all solutions in k[t] of linear ordinary differ-
ence equations with coefficients in k(t) and computing all the hypergeometric
candidates for equations with coefficients in k.
Our ultimate goal is to find hypergeometric solutions when (k, σ) is given
by a tower of ΠΣ∗-monomials over a difference field (K, σ) where certain al-
gorithmic subproblems can be handled in K; in particular, when (k, σ) is a
ΠΣ∗-field over C where C = Constσ(k). In this section we work out how to
compute all solutions in k[t] of linear ordinary difference equations with coef-
ficients in k(t) under the assumption that certain subproblems can be handled
in k. Here the essential idea is to solve various linear difference equations in a
subfield (with fewer ΠΣ∗-monomials) and to combine the solutions to obtain
a solution in the larger field. In order to accomplish this task, we consider a
slightly more general problem: We need to find solutions not in k[t], but in
k(t). Moreover, within the reduction we are faced with the problem of solving
parameterized linear difference equations. To state this problem, let V ⊆ k be
a linear subspace of k over C = Constσ(k).
Problem PLDE (Parameterized Linear Difference Equations):
Given: 0 6= a = (a0, a1, . . . , aℓ) ∈ kℓ+1 and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bm) ∈ km.
Find: a basis of the C-linear subspace V(a, b, V ) of k × Cm of all solutions
(g, c1, c2, . . . , cm) ∈ V × Cm of
aℓ σ
ℓg + · · ·+ a1 σg + a0g = c1 b1 + c2 b2 + · · ·+ cm bm. (24)
Note that dimV(a, b, V ) ≤ ℓ + m . In the special case V = k, we say that
we can compute all solutions of parameterized linear difference equations with
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coefficients in k if, given any a ∈ kℓ+1 and b ∈ km, we can compute a basis of
the solution space V(a, b, k).
Example 12 In Example 4 (resp. Example 2) we needed the solutions (14)
in Q(x)[h] of the operator (13). In the above notation, this problem can be
encoded by the solution space
V((a0, a1, a2), (0),Q(x)[h]) = {(g, c) ∈ Q(x)[h] ×Q : Lα,1, 1
x+1
(g) = c 0}
with
a0 =(1 + h+ hx)(3 + 2h+ 2x+ 3hx+ hx
2),
a1 =− h(3 + 2x)(3 + 2h+ 2x+ 3hx+ hx2),
a2 =h(2 + x)
2(1 + h+ hx).
(25)
Using our algorithmic machinery from below, it follows that
{(h, 0), (h2, 0), (0, 1)} (26)
is a basis of the vector space V((a0, a1, a2), (0),Q(x)[h]) over Q. As a conse-
quence, we get (14).
Example 13 In Example 9 we needed all solutions in Q(x)[p−1] of the oper-
ator L1,p,2(x+1)2 = a0 E
0 + a1 E + a2E
2 with
a0 =− (7 + 3p+ 6x+ 5px+ x2 + 2px2),
a1 =(1 + x)(16 + 7p+ 16x+ 12px+ 3x
2 + 4px2),
a2 =− 2(1 + x)(2 + x)(2 + p+ 4x+ 2px+ x2).
(27)
In other words, we need a basis of the solution space
V((a0, a1, a2), (0),Q(x)[p−1]) = {(g, c) ∈ Q(x)[p−1]×Q : L1,p,2(x+1)2(g) = c 0}.
(28)
Using the algorithmic machinery given below we compute the basis
{(0, 1), (1 + x2
p
, 0)} (29)
which gives the solution g = 1 + x
2
p
of L1,p,2(x+1)2(g) = 0.
Remark 3 Problem PLDE plays an important role in symbolic summation
[PWZ96]. Apart from solving difference equations, it contains parameterized
telescoping (where ℓ = 1, a0 = −1, a1 = 1) and hence Zeilberger’s creative tele-
scoping paradigm [Zei91]. It also covers an important subproblem in summa-
tion of holonomic functions [Zei90,Chy00,Kou13]. This observation has been
explored further in the setting of ΠΣ∗-fields in [Sch07,Sch13]. Concrete exam-
ples with this refined toolbox can be found, e.g., in the proof of Lemma 10.
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Before stating the main result of this section (Theorem 5), we need to intro-
duce the following associated problem.
Let (k, σ) be a difference field. We call u, v ∈ k similar (and write u ∼k,σ v) if
u = v σ(w)/w for some w ∈ k∗. The pseudo-orbit problem is, given u, v ∈ k∗,
to compute the set
Γ(u, v; k) = {γ ∈ Z such that uγ ∼k,σ v} . (30)
When σ is the identity on k, this problem reduces to the orbit problem, i.e.,
to the problem of finding all γ ∈ Z such that uγ = v, which is solved for
“reasonable” fields in [AB00] whenever u is not a root of unity.
Theorem 5 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and t be a ΠΣ∗-monomial over k.
(1) If one can solve the pseudo-orbit problem in k, compute all the hypergeo-
metric candidates for equations with coefficients in k(t), and compute all
solutions of parameterized linear difference equations with coefficients in
k, then one can compute all solutions of parameterized linear difference
equations with coefficients in k[t].
(2) If one can compute in addition dispersions in k[t], then one can compute
all solutions of parameterized linear difference equations with coefficients
in k(t).
We prove the general case (2) of Theorem 5 by giving an algorithm which, given
a ∈ k(t)ℓ+1 and b ∈ k(t)m, finds a basis of the solution space S := V(a, b, k(t))
of equation (24). It consists of a preprocessing step, and of three main steps
whose description comprises the rest of this section and is interspersed with
a series of auxiliary lemmas, theorems and corollaries which prove correctness
of the algorithm. Part (1) of Theorem 5 will follow by a simplified version of
the proposed algorithm.
0. Preprocessing. By clearing denominators we may assume that a ∈ k[t]ℓ+1
and b ∈ k[t]m. Since in the case ℓ = 0 solution of (24) is straightforward, we
may assume that ℓ ≥ 1.
1. Denominator bounding. We compute a polynomial d ∈ k[t] \ {0} (called a
universal denominator for rational solutions of equation (24)) such that for
any (g, c1, . . . , cm) ∈ S, we have d g ∈ k[t].
Remark 4 If one is only interested in polynomial solutions in k[t], one can
skip step 1 of the algorithm and can proceed with step 2. This is for instance the
case in Example 12: we are only interested in solution in k[t] with k := Q(x)
and t := h, and not in k(t).
For the rational case (σ(t) = t + 1 and k = Constσ(k)) and for the q-rational
case (σ(t) = q t, k = Constσ(k), q not a root of unity) this problem is solved
in [Abr89b,Abr95]. M. Bronstein [Bro00] generalizes these ideas to an algo-
rithm for ΠΣ∗-extensions under the assumption that one can compute dis-
persions in k[t]. His algorithm provides a universal denominator if t is a Σ∗-
monomial, and finds a universal denominator – up to a factor of the form
tm – if t is a Π-monomial; for further details on this approach in the set-
ting of ΠΣ∗-monomials see [Sch04] and for a generalizaton to coupled higher
order systems see [MS18]. For first-order parameterized difference equations,
Karr [Kar81] computes this extra factor for Π-monomials under the assump-
tion that one can solve the pseudo-orbit problem in k(t); for further details
and some generalizations, see [Sch04]. In order to derive the extra factor tm for
higher-order equations, we need in addition all the hypergeometric candidates
for equations with coefficients in k(t); see Theorem 6. As a consequence, we
obtain the following result.
Corollary 2 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and t a ΠΣ∗-monomial over k. If
one can solve the pseudo-orbit problem in k, compute dispersions in k[t], and
compute all the hypergeometric candidates for equations with coefficients in
k(t), then one can compute a universal denominator for solutions of parame-
terized linear difference equations with coefficients in k(t).
Example 14 In Example 12 we considered the problem to compute a basis of
V((a0, a1, a2), (0),Q(x)[h]). Using the algorithms from [Bro00,Sch04] it follows
even that d = 1 is a denominator bound of V = V((a0, a1, a2), (0),Q(x)(h)).
This implies that V = V((a0, a1, a2), (0),Q(x)[h]).
Example 15 Following Example 13 we have to calculate a solution of (28)
with (27). Using the algorithms given in [Bro00,Sch04], it follows even that
V((a0, a1, a2), (0),Q(x)(p)) = V((a0, a1, a2), (0),Q(x)[p−1]) (31)
holds; here p takes over the role of t. This means that a universal denominator
is given by d = pm for some m ∈ N. Using our new algorithm provided in
Theorem 6 we will compute in Example 19 the denominator bound d = pm
with m = 1.
Given a universal denominator d, we substitute f/d for g in (24), and look for
all polynomial solutions (f, c1, . . . , cm) ∈ k[t] × Cm of the resulting parame-
terized difference equation
a˜ℓ σ
ℓf + · · ·+ a˜1 σf + a˜0f = c1 b1 + c2 b2 + · · ·+ cm bm (32)
where a˜i = ai/σ
id for i = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ. Note that the set V ′ of all such so-
lutions forms a subspace of k[t] × Cm over C whose dimension, say r, is
bounded by m + l. Namely, given a basis {(fi, ci1, . . . , cim)}1≤i≤r of V ′, the
set {(fi/d, ci1, . . . , cim)}1≤i≤r provides a basis of our desired solution space S.
We remark that the coefficients a˜i are usually elements from k(t). Repeating
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the preprocessing step 0 we clear denominators and may assume that the a˜i
and bi are again elements from k[t].
Example 16 In Example 15 (see also Example 19) we derived the denom-
inator bound d = p for (31). Thus the solutions in (31) have the form g =
g−1p
−1 + g0p
0 = p g−1+g0
p
with g−1, g0 ∈ Q(x). So we set a˜i = aiσi(p) = ai(x+1)σ,ip
and look for all solutions f = p g−1 + g0 of a˜0 f + a˜1 σ(f) + a˜2 σ
2(f) = 0. In
other words, we search for all solutions in V((a˜0, a˜1, a˜2), (0),Q(x)[p]) with
a˜0 =− (7 + 3p+ 6x+ 5px+ x2 + 2px2),
a˜1 =16 + 7p+ 16x+ 12px+ 3x
2 + 4px2,
a˜2 =− 2(2 + p+ 4x+ 2px+ x2);
(33)
note that in this particular instance no denominators in the a˜i arise and thus
the clearing of denominators can be skipped.
2. Degree bounding: In order to determine all solutions of (32), we try to find
a degree bound for f , i.e., an integer b ∈ N∪{−1} such that deg f ≤ b for any
(f, c1, . . . , cm) ∈ V ′.
In the rational case [Abr89a,Pet92] and in the q-rational case [Abr95], such a
degree bound can be computed. Moreover, for first-order difference equations
this bound can be computed [Kar81] for a ΠΣ∗-monomial t over k provided
that one can solve the pseudo-orbit problem and one can solve parameterized
first-order difference equations with coefficients in k; for more details and
generalizations, see Schneider [Sch05b]. Combining the results of Theorems 6
and 7 below, the higher-order case can be summarized as follows.
Corollary 3 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and let t be a ΠΣ∗-monomial
over k. If one can solve the pseudo-orbit problem in k, one can compute all
the hypergeometric candidates for equations with coefficients in k(t), and one
can compute all solutions of parameterized linear difference equations with
coefficients in k, then one can compute a degree bound for polynomial solutions
of parameterized linear difference equations with coefficients in k(t).
Example 17 Continuing Example 14 we have to compute a basis of the so-
lution space V = V((a˜0, a˜1, a˜2), (0),Q(x)[h]) with a˜i = ai. By Example 20 it
follows that a degree bound is b = 2. Together with the algorithms summarized
in Step 3 we obtain the basis (26) of V .
Example 18 Continuing Example 16 we need a basis of the solution space
V = V((a˜0, a˜1, a˜2), (0),Q(x)[p]). By Example 19(2) below it follows that b = 1
is a degree bound of V . Note that this agrees with the observation in Ex-
ample 16. Using the reduction technique of the next subsection we find the
needed basis (29).
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3. Finding the polynomial coefficients. Having obtained a degree bound b, one
looks for ci ∈ C and fi ∈ k such that (32) holds for f = ∑bi=0 fiti. If t is a
Π-monomial, this task can be accomplished by a very general algorithm sum-
marized in [Bro00, Theorem 1]: it works for unimonomial extensions which
possess a special element, i.e., an element h ∈ k(t) \ k with σh/h ∈ k. Since
in Σ∗-extensions such elements do not exist, we rely on the following strategy
that is applicable to both, Π-monomials and Σ∗-monomials (for the first-order
case, see [Kar81], and for the higher-order case together with detailed proofs,
see [Sch05d]): First determine the possible leading coefficients fb and the pa-
rameters ci by solving a specific instance of a parameterized linear difference
equation in (k, σ), then substitute the obtained solution into (32) and look for
f − fbtb = ∑b−1i=0 fiti recursively.
During the substitution mentioned above, the number of unknown parameters
might increase (or decrease). This is the reason why we need to solve parame-
terized difference equations and not merely homogeneous difference equations
(without parameters).
Summarizing, one can obtain the solution of (32) by solving several param-
eterized linear difference equations in the smaller field (k, σ). In particular,
collecting all the computational properties of Corollaries 2 and 3 gives part (2)
of Theorem 5. If one solves equations only in k[t], step 1 of our algorithm can
be skipped. Thus the computation of spreads in k[t] (see Corollary 2) are not
required yielding part (1) of Theorem 5.
In Subsections 5.1 resp. 5.2 we prove Theorems 6 resp. 7 in order to establish
Corollaries 2 and 3, and hence also Theorem 5.
5.1 Denominator bounds and degree bounds for Π-monomials
In this subsection, t is a Π-monomial over (k, σ) satisfying σt = αt with α ∈ k∗.
Any L ∈ k[t][E; σ] can be uniquely decomposed as
L =
degL∑
j=ν(L)
tjLj (34)
where the Lj are in k[E; σ] and Lν(L) 6= 0 6= LdegL.
The following is the basis of our algorithm for bounding the order and degree
of solutions in k[t, t−1] of operators with coefficients in k[t]; see also [Sch05b,
Lemma 3].
Lemma 5 Let L ∈ k[t][E; σ] and b1, . . . , bm ∈ k[t, t−1]. If there are integers
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γ ≤ δ, yγ, . . . , yδ ∈ k and c1, . . . , cm ∈ Constσ(k) such that yγyδ 6= 0 and
L
(
yγt
γ + · · ·+ yδtδ
)
= c1b1 + · · ·+ cmbm , (35)
then,
(i) either γ ≥ min1≤j≤m ν(bj)− ν(L) or Lν(L)(yγtγ) = 0, and
(ii) either δ ≤ max1≤j≤m deg bj − degL or LdegL(yδtδ) = 0
where the minimum and maximum are taken over those j for which bj 6= 0,
and Lν(L) as well as LdegL are given by (34).
Proof. Using the decomposition (34) we have
L
(
yγt
γ + · · ·+ yδtδ
)
=
degL∑
j=ν(L)
tjLj

 δ∑
i=γ
yit
i

 = degL∑
j=ν(L)
δ∑
i=γ
tjLj(yit
i).
Since E(yit
i) = σ(yi)σ(t)
i = (σ(yi)α
i)ti where α = σ(t)/t ∈ k, it follows that
for each j, Lj(yit
i) = zjit
i for some zji ∈ k. Therefore,
L
(
yγt
γ + · · ·+ yδtδ
)
=
degL∑
j=ν(L)
δ∑
i=γ
zjit
j+i . (36)
(i) Suppose that γ+ν(L) < min1≤j≤m ν(bj) . It then follows from (35) and (36)
that zν(L),γ = 0, hence that Lν(L)(yγt
γ) = 0.
(ii) Suppose that δ + degL > max1≤j≤m deg bj . It then follows from (35)
and (36) that zdegL,δ = 0, hence that LdegL(yδt
δ) = 0. ✷
We use the following fact that has been exploited already in [Kar81] to han-
dle the first-order case; for details and clarifications, see [Sch04, Lemma 3]
and [Sch05b, Lemma 6].
Lemma 6 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and let u, v ∈ k where u is not
a σ-radical over k. Then Γ(u, v; k) (see (30) for definition) has at most one
element.
Proof. Suppose that γ1 6= γ2 are in Γ(u, v; k). Then u|γ1−γ2| ∼σ,k 1, and hence
u is a σ-radical, a contradiction. ✷
Theorem 6 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and let t be a Π-monomial over k
with σt = αt. If we can solve pseudo-orbit problems in k and if we can compute
all the hypergeometric candidates for equations with coefficients in k(t), then
we can bound the order and degree of solutions in k[t, t−1] of parameterized
linear difference equations with coefficients in k[t] and inhomogeneous parts in
k[t, t−1].
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Proof. Let L =
∑n
i=0 aiE
i ∈ k[t][E; σ] be a linear ordinary difference operator
with coefficients in k[t] where a0an 6= 0, and take the inhomogeneous parts
b1, . . . , bm ∈ k[t, t−1]. Let c1, . . . , cm ∈ Constσ(k) and y = yγtγ + · · · + yδtδ
with γ ≤ δ, yi ∈ k for γ ≤ i ≤ δ and yγyδ 6= 0 be such that (35) holds. First
suppose that
Lν(L)(yγt
γ) = 0 = LdegL(yδt
δ) (37)
where Lν(L) and LdegL are given by (34). Following the arguments in the proof
of Lemma 2 we conclude that E−αγσyγ/yγ and E−αδσyδ/yδ are right factors
of Lν(L) and LdegL, respectively. Since we can compute all the hypergeometric
candidates for equations with coefficients in k, we can compute from the input
operators Lν(L) and LdegL the finite sets Sν , Sdeg ⊂ k such that
αγ
σyγ
yγ
= uν
σv
v
and αδ
σyδ
yδ
= udeg
σw
w
for some uν ∈ Sν , udeg ∈ Sdeg and v, w ∈ k∗. This is equivalent to
αγ = uν
σvν
vν
and αδ = udeg
σvdeg
vdeg
where vν = v/yγ ∈ k∗ and vdeg = w/yδ ∈ k∗. Therefore γ ∈ Γ(α, uν; k)
and δ ∈ Γ(α, udeg; k). Since we can solve pseudo-orbit problems in k, we can
compute the sets Γ(α, u; k) and Γ(α, v; k) for any u ∈ Sdeg and v ∈ Sν , in
particular for udeg ∈ Sdeg and vν ∈ Sν . By Theorem 3(i), α is not a σ-radical
over k, hence by Lemma 6 each of these sets has at most one element. Thus⋃
u∈Sν Γ(α, u; k) and
⋃
u∈Sdeg Γ(α, u; k) are finite non-empty sets of candidates
for γ and δ, respectively. With
m := min
⋃
u∈Sν
Γ(α, u; k) and M := max
⋃
u∈Sdeg
Γ(α, u; k) (38)
we get γ ≥ m and δ ≤M by construction.
Now suppose that (37) does not hold. If Lν(L)(yγt
γ) 6= 0 then it follows by
part (i) of Lemma 5 that γ ≥ min1≤j≤m ν(bj)− ν(L), and if LdegL(yδtδ) 6= 0,
then δ ≤ max1≤j≤m deg bj − degL by part (ii) of Lemma 5. So regardless of
whether (37) holds or not, we have
γ ≥ min(m, min
1≤j≤m
ν(bj)− ν(L)),
δ ≤ max(M, max
1≤j≤m
deg bj − degL)
where the bounds on the right-hand sides can be computed from the given
inhomogeneous parts b1, . . . , bm and the operators Lν(L) and LdegL, respec-
tively. ✷
Example 19 We demonstrate the algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 6.
(1) Given the operator L = L1,p,2(x+1)2 = a0 E
0 + a1E + a2 E
2 with (27) we
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compute with degL = 1 and ν(L) = 0 the operators
L1 = −(3 + 2x)E0 + (7 + 12x+ 4x2)E − 2(2 + x)(1 + 2x)E2
and
L0 = −(7 + 6x+ x2)E0 + (1 + x)(4 + x)(4 + 3x)E
− 2(1 + x)(2 + x)(2 + 4x+ x2)E2.
For L1 we can compute the set of hypergeometric candidates Sdeg = {1}; more
precisely we computed the hypergeometric solution 1 of L1. In addition we get
Γ(x+ 1, 1;Q(x)) = {0} (see Example 21) and thus set M = 0.
For L0 we get the hypergeometric candidates Sν = { 12(1+x) , 1+xx2 } and we obtain
Γ(x+1, 1
2(1+x)
;Q(x)) = {0} and Γ(x+1, 1+x
x2
;Q(x)) = {−1}; see Example 21.
This gives m = min(0,−1) = −1. Summarizing, the solutions of L(g) = 0
are of the form g = g0 + g−1p
−1. In particular, d = p is a denominator bound
of (28).
(2) Similarly, we can apply this degree bounding method to the operator
L˜ = a˜0 E
0 + a˜1 E + a˜2E
2 with (33) and obtain m = 0 and M = 1; note
that L˜ = a0
p
E0 + a1
(x+1)p
E1 + a2
(x+1)(x+2)p
E2. Thus b = 1 is a degree bound of
V((a˜0, a˜1, a˜2), (0),Q(x)[p]).
(3) As mentioned in Remark 1 there is an alternative approach to compute a
basis of (28) by working with the ΠΣ∗-field (k(x)(pˆ), σ) with σ(x) = x+1 and
σ(pˆ) = 1
x+1
pˆ. Namely, define a′i = ai|p→pˆ−1 for i = 0, 1, 2. Then one is faced
with the problem of finding a basis of V((a′0, a′1, a′2), (0),Q(x)[pˆ]). Applying
our degree bounding algorithm shows that the solutions are of the form g′ =
g′0+g
′
1pˆ. Indeed, we find the basis {(1, 0), (0, 1+x2pˆ)} which gives the basis (29)
by replacing pˆ with p−1.
Remark 5 If we consider homogeneous linear difference equations, i.e., we
search for solutions y = yγt
γ + · · · + yδtδ with yγyδ 6= 0 such that L(y) = 0,
then (37) holds. In particular, the following extra information can be gained.
If either of the sets
⋃
u∈Sν Γ(α, u; k) or
⋃
u∈Sdeg Γ(α, u; k) are empty, or if for m
and M given in (38) we have m > M , then L(y) = 0 has no nonzero solution
in k[t, t−1]. Otherwise, any solution is of the form y = ymt
m + · · ·+ yMtM , so
m ≤ γ ≤ δ ≤M are the desired bounds.
5.2 Degree bounds for Σ∗-monomials
We start with a simple observation that is needed in this subsection but also
in Subsection 6.3 below.
Lemma 7 Let (F (x), σ) be a difference field extension of (F, σ) and σx = x.
Then Constσ F (x) = (ConstσF )(x).
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Proof. Obviously (ConstσF )(x) ⊆ Constσ F (x). Now take f ∈ ConstσF (x).
First suppose that x is transcendental over F . Write f = p/q where p, q ∈ F [x]
are coprime and q 6= 0 is monic. From σf = f we obtain q σp = p σq, whence
q | σq. Since deg σq = deg q, there is u ∈ F ∗ such that σq = u q. From σx = x
and monicity of q it follows by comparison of leading coefficients that u = 1.
So σq = q and σp = p. Comparing coefficients of like powers of x in these two
equations we find that p, q ∈ (ConstσF )[x], hence f ∈ (ConstσF )(x).
Otherwise suppose that x is algebraic over F and let µ = µ0+· · ·+µdyd ∈ F [y]
be the minimal polynomial, i.e., µ is monic, µ(x) = 0 and deg(µ) = d is
minimal among all such polynomials. Then we can write f =
∑d−1
i=0 fix
i with
fi ∈ F and get
0 = σ(f)− f =
d−1∑
i=0
σ(fi)x
i −
d−1∑
i=0
fix
i =
d−1∑
i=0
(σ(fi)− fi)xi.
Since µ is the minimal polynomial, x0, . . . , xd−1 are linearly independent over
F . Therefore σ(fi)−fi = 0, i.e., fi ∈ ConstσF for all 0 ≤ i < d and thus again
f ∈ (ConstσF )(x).
Thus in both cases it follows that Constσ F (x) ⊆ (ConstσF )(x) and the lemma
is proven. ✷
In Theorem 7 a rather involved algorithm is elaborated that determines a
degree bound for Σ∗-extensions. Similarly to [Sin91] we have to apply rather
technical constructions to prove its termination. In order to accomplish this
task, we will explore the following abstract difference fields further. Let (F, σ)
be a difference field and t a Σ∗-monomial over F with σt = t+ η. We extend
σ to the field F ((t−1)) of formal Laurent series in t−1 by defining σt−1 =
(σt)−1 = 1/(t+ η) = t−1/(1 + ηt−1) (cf. van der Put & Singer, 1997, Example
1.2). Then (F ((t−1)), σ) becomes a difference field extension of (F (t), σ) with
σ

∑
i≥i0
ait
−i

=∑
i≥i0

 i∑
j=i0
(
i− 1
i− j
)
(−η)i−j σaj

 t−i, (39)
σ−1

∑
i≥i0
ait
−i

=∑
i≥i0

 i∑
j=i0
(
i− 1
i− j
)
(σ−1η)i−j σ−1aj

 t−i
for every
∑
i≥i0 ait
−i ∈ F ((t−1)).
Lemma 8 Let (F, σ) be a difference field and t a Σ∗-monomial over F with
σt = t+ η. Then Constσ F ((t
−1)) = ConstσF .
Proof. Clearly ConstσF ⊆ ConstσF ((t−1)). To prove the converse, take any
y ∈ ConstσF ((t−1)). If y = 0 then y ∈ ConstσF . Otherwise, there are i0 ∈ Z
and ai0 , ai0+1, . . . ∈ F such that y =
∑
i≥i0 ait
−i and ai0 6= 0. From σy = y it
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follows by (39) that
i∑
j=i0
(
i− 1
i− j
)
(−η)i−j σaj = ai, for all i ≥ i0. (40)
For i = i0 this gives σai0 = ai0 , hence ai0 ∈ ConstσF . For i = i0+1, (40) yields
σai0+1−ηi0ai0 = ai0+1. If i0 6= 0 then σw−w = η where w = ai0+1/(i0ai0) ∈ F .
By Theorem 3(ii), this is impossible as t is a Σ∗-monomial over F , so i0 = 0
and
i∑
j=0
(
i− 1
i− j
)
(−η)i−j σaj = ai, for all i ≥ 0. (41)
Assume n ≥ 1 and a1 = a2 = · · · = an−1 = 0. For i = n, (41) gives σan = an,
hence an ∈ ConstσF . For i = n + 1, (41) yields σan+1 − ηnan = an+1. If
an 6= 0 then σw − w = η where w = an+1/(nan) ∈ F . By Theorem 3(ii), this
is impossible as t is a Σ∗-monomial over F , so an = 0. By induction on n it
follows that an = 0 for all n ≥ 1. Hence y = ∑i≥0 ait−i = a0 ∈ ConstσF ,
proving that ConstσF ((t
−1)) ⊆ ConstσF . ✷
We will need a Π-monomial ξ over k(x)((t−1)), behaving like the power tx.
Informally, σtx/tx = (σt/t)x = (1 + ηt−1)x =
∑∞
i=0
(
x
i
)
ηit−i, so we introduce ξ
in the following way:
Lemma 9 Let t and x be algebraically independent over k where t is a Σ∗-
monomial over k with η = σ(t)−t ∈ k and σx = x. Let ξ be transcendental over
k(x)((t−1)) with σξ = αξ where α =
∑∞
i=0
(
x
i
)
ηit−i. Then ξ is a Π-monomial
over k(x)((t−1)).
Proof. By Theorem 3(i), it suffices to show that α is not a σ-radical over
k(x)((t−1)). Suppose that it is. Then there are r, n ∈ Z, r > 0, and u =∑∞
i=n ait
−i with ai ∈ k(x) such that αr = σu/u. Since α is a binomial series
and by (39) we obtain
αr =
(
∞∑
i=0
(
x
i
)
ηit−i
)r
=
∞∑
i=0
(
rx
i
)
ηit−i = 1 + rxηt−1 +O(t−2),
σu
u
=
∑∞
i=n
(∑i
j=n
(
i−1
i−j
)
(−η)i−j σaj
)
t−i∑∞
i=n ait
−i
=
σan + (σan+1 − nησan)t−1 +O(t−2)
an + an+1t−1 +O(t−2)
=
σan
an
(
1 +
(
σ
an+1
an
− nη − an+1
an
)
t−1 +O(t−2)
)
.
Comparison of coefficients of t−i for i = 0, 1 in αr and σu/u shows that
σan = an and σ(an+1/an)− an+1/an = (n + rx)η. Note that n + rx 6= 0 since
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x is transcendental over k, so σw − w = η with w = an+1/(an(n + rx)) ∈
k(x). Theorem 3(ii) now implies that t is not a Σ∗-monomial over k(x), a
contradiction. ✷
For the termination of our degree bounding procedure we need Lemma 11
below. There a double summation appears that we prove in Lemma 10 first.
It is remarkable that in our proof below we will utilize symbolic summation
algorithms from [Sch05a] that utilize as backbone our solvers of parameterized
linear difference equations that we are currently investigating.
Lemma 10 Let x be algebraically independent over k. For l ∈ N and a, b ∈ k
we have
l∑
k=0
k∑
r=0
(−1)k−ral−rbr
(
k − 1
k − r
)(
x
r
)(
x
l − k
)
=
(
x
l
)
(a+ b)l. (42)
Proof. Denote the double sum on the left-hand side by S(l), the inner sum
by
F (l, k) =
k∑
r=0
f(l, k, r) =
k∑
r=0
(−1)k−ral−rbr
(
k − 1
k − r
)(
x
r
)(
x
l − k
)
and its innermost summand by f(l, k, r). In a first step we compute for the
inner sum F (l, k) the recurrences
k(a+ b)(k − l)(1 + k − l)F (l, k)
− (1 + k − l)(1 + k − l + x)(2a+ b+ 2ak + bk − bx)F (l, 1 + k)
+ a(2 + k)(1 + k − l + x)(2 + k − l + x)F (l, 2 + k) = 0 (43)
and
a(k − l + x)F (l, k) + (−1 + k − l)F (1 + l, k) = 0. (44)
This can be accomplished, e.g., with the summation packages [PS95,Sch07]. In-
ternally, Zeilberger’s creative telescoping paradigm [PWZ96] is utilized (com-
pare Remark 3) which enables one to verify the correctness of the computed
recurrences. E.g., one derives the summand recurrence
α0(l, k, r)f(l, k, r) + α1(l, k, r)f(l, k + 1, r) + α2(l, k, r)f(l, k + 2, r)
= g(l, k, r + 1)− g(l, k, r) (45)
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with
α0(l, k, r) = k
2(a+ b),
α1(l, k, r) = −k(1 + k − l + x)(2a+ b+ 2ak + bk − bx)
k − l ,
α2(l, k, r) =
ak(2 + k)(1 + k − l + x)(2 + k − l + x)
(k − l)(1 + k − l) ,
g(l, k, r) =
(−1)1+k+ra1+l−rbrk2(−1 + r)r
(1 + k − r)(2 + k − r)
(−1 + k
k − r
)(
x
r
)(
x
−k + l
)
which holds for all r, k, l ∈ N with 0 ≤ r ≤ k and k < l. Thus one can sum (45)
over r from 0 to k. Taking care of missing terms one obtains (43) together with
the information that it holds for all k, l ∈ N with k < l. The case k = l can
be checked separately. The verification of (44) is even simpler and is omitted
here.
Together with the verified recurrences (43) and (44) we can utilize the sum-
mation package Sigma to compute the recurrence
(a+ b)(l − x)S(l) + (1 + l)S(1 + l) = 0 (46)
for the double sum S(l). Internally we apply the algorithms from [Sch05a]
(which activates our parameterized linear difference equation solver explored
in this section) which provide the summand recurrence
β0(l)F (l, k) + β1(l)F (l + 1, k) = G(l, k + 1)−G(l, k) (47)
with
β0(l) = −x(a + b)
a
, β0(l) = − (1 + l)x
a(l − x) ,
G(l, k) = g0(l, k)F (l, k) + g1(l, k)F (l, 1 + k)
(48)
where
g0(l, k) =
1
a(−1 + k − l)(l − x)
(
− ak2 − bk2 + ak3 + bk3 + akl
+ bkl − 2ak2l − 2bk2l + akl2 + bkl2 − akx− blx
+ bklx − bl2x+ bx2 − akx2 − bkx2 + blx2
)
,
g1(l, k) =
1
(k − l)(l − x)
(
− k − 2k2 − k3 + l + 3kl + 2k2l − l2 − kl2
− x− 3kx− 2k2x+ 2lx+ 2klx− x2 − kx2
)
.
The correctness of the recurrence can be verified as follows. Plug (48) into the
expression β0(l)F (l, k)+β1(l)F (l+1, k)−(G(l, k+1)−G(l, k)) and replace the
occurrences of F (l+1, k) and F (l, k+2) by linear combinations of F (l, k) and
F (l, k + 1) using the recurrences (43) and (44). By simple rational function
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arithmetic it turns out that the obtained expression collapses to 0. Since the
expressions in (48) are well defined and the recurrences (43) and (44) are
valid for all l, k ∈ N with k < l, it follows that (48) satisfies the summand
recurrence (47) for all l, k ∈ N with k < l. Hence we can sum (47) over k from
0 to l − 1 and taking care of missing terms (in particular the summand at
k = l) shows that (46) holds for all l ∈ N.
To complete the proof, one verifies that also the right-hand side of (42) is a
solution of the recurrence (46) and that both sides in (42) agree at l = 0. ✷
Lemma 11 Let t, x and ξ be as in Lemma 9 with η = σ(t)−t ∈ k and define
ηj =
∑j−1
ν=0 σ
ν(η) ∈ k. Then for i, j ∈ N we have
σj(t−iξ) = ξ
∞∑
l=0
(
x− i
l
)
ηljt
−i−l.
Proof. First, we prove
σj(ξ) = ξ
∞∑
l=0
(
x
l
)
ηljt
−l (49)
or equivalently
j−1∏
k=0
σk(α) =
∞∑
l=0
(
x
l
)
ηljt
−l
by induction on j. For j = 1 the statement clearly holds. Now suppose that
it holds for j ≥ 1. Then
j∏
k=0
σk(α) =α σ
( j−1∏
k=1
σk(α)
)
=
( ∞∑
l=0
(
x
l
)
ηlt−l
)
σ
( ∞∑
l=0
(
x
l
)
ηljt
−l
)
=
( ∞∑
l=0
(
x
l
)
ηlt−l
)( ∞∑
l=0
( l∑
r=0
(
l − 1
l − r
)
(−η)l−r
(
x
r
)
σ(ηj)
r
)
t−l
)
=
∞∑
l=0
t−l
l∑
k=0
( k∑
r=0
(
k − 1
k − r
)
(−η)k−r
(
x
r
)
σ(ηj)
r
)(
x
l − k
)
ηl−k
=
∞∑
l=0
(
x
l
)
(η + σ(ηj))
lt−l =
∞∑
l=0
(
x
l
)
ηlj+1t
−l
which proves (49); in the second last line we carried out the Cauchy product
and in the last line we used Lemma 10 with a = η and b = σ(ηj). Finally, we
have by (49)
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σj(t−iξ)
ξ
=σj(t−i)
σj(ξ)
ξ
= (t+ ηj)
−i
∞∑
ℓ=0
(
x
ℓ
)
ηℓjt
−ℓ
=
(
1 +
ηj
t
)−i ∞∑
ℓ=0
(
x
ℓ
)
ηℓjt
−ℓ−i =
∞∑
u=0
∞∑
ℓ=0
(−i
u
)(
x
ℓ
)(
ηj
t
)u+ℓ 1
ti
=
∞∑
m=0
(
∞∑
ℓ=0
( −i
m− ℓ
)(
x
ℓ
))(
ηj
t
)m 1
ti
=
∞∑
m=0
(
x− i
m
)
ηmj t
−i−m
where, in the last line, we introduced m = u + ℓ, replacing u by m − ℓ, and
used Chu-Vandermonde’s convolution. ✷
Corollary 4 Let t, x and ξ be as in Lemma 9. Then Constσ k(x)((t
−1))(ξ) =
(Constσk)(x).
Proof. In order to be able to use Lemma 8, we need to show first that t is a
Σ∗-monomial over k(x). By the assumptions of Lemma 9, t is transcendental
over k(x). Furthermore,
Constσ k(x)(t) = Constσ k(t)(x) by the assumptions of Lemma 9
= (Constσk(t))(x) by Lemma 7 with F = k(t)
= (Constσk)(x) since t is a Σ
∗-monomial over k
= Constσ k(x) by Lemma 7 with F = k,
so t is indeed a Σ∗-monomial over k(x). Hence
Constσ k(x)((t
−1))(ξ) = Constσ k(x)((t
−1)) by Lemma 9
= Constσ k(x) by Lemma 8 with F = k(x)
= (Constσk)(x) by Lemma 7 with F = k,
proving the claim. ✷
Before we can start to present our algorithm to bound the degree of polynomial
solutions of Σ∗-monomials, we need the following result from linear algebra.
Lemma 12 Let A(x) ∈ F [x]r×s be a matrix of polynomials over a field F .
Then we can compute δ, ν ∈ N and v1(x), . . . , vν(x) ∈ F [x]s such that for any
n ∈ N with n ≥ δ, the vectors v1(n), . . . , vν(n) ∈ F s form a basis of KerA(n).
Proof. By row and column operations in the Euclidean domain F [x], com-
pute the Smith normal form of A(x), i.e., µ ∈ N, a diagonal matrix B(x) =
diag (d1(x), . . . , dµ(x), 0, . . . , 0) ∈ F (x)r×s with di(x) ∈ K[x] \ {0} for 1 ≤ i ≤
µ and di | di+1 for 1 ≤ i < µ, and invertible matrices P (x) ∈ F (x)r×r and
Q(x) ∈ F (x)s×s such that A(x) = P (x)B(x)Q(x). Then the last ν := s − µ
columns of Q−1(x), say v1(x), . . . , vν(x), form a basis of KerA(x). During
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this elimination collect all those polynomials p used for row multiplications
ri → p ri, resp. column multiplications cj → p cj, and compute the set of their
non-negative integer roots. Let δ be a non-negative integer, larger than any of
these roots and any of the non-negative integer roots of di(x) for 1 ≤ i ≤ µ.
Then for each n ∈ N with n ≥ δ, the operations employed in the computation
of the Smith normal form remain well defined even after substituting n for x,
and the rank of B(n) equals that of B(x). Hence v1(n), . . . , vν(n) is a basis of
KerA(n) for all n ≥ δ. ✷
The following result will be needed in the base case of our degree bounding
algorithm.
Lemma 13 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and let t be a Σ∗-monomial over
k. For any L ∈ k[t][E; σ], w ∈ k and d ∈ N we have
L(w td) = Lα(w)t
α+d + g (50)
where Lα with α = degL is given by (34), and g ∈ k[t] with deg g < α + d.
Proof. Let η = σ(t)− t ∈ k. It is easy to show by induction on j that for all
j ∈ N,
σj(td) =
(
t+
j−1∑
i=0
σi(η)
)d
= td + gj (51)
with gj ∈ k[t] and deg gj < d. By (34),
L(w td) =
α∑
j=ν(L)
tjLj(w t
d)
where Lj ∈ k[E; σ] for all j. Since deg tjLj(w td) ≤ j + d by (51), it follows
that
L(w td) = tαLα(w t
d) + h (52)
for some h ∈ k[t] with deg h < α + d. By (51) again,
Lα(w t
d) =
µ∑
j=0
ajσ
j(w td) =
µ∑
j=0
ajσ
j(w)(td + gj) = Lα(w)t
d + h¯
for some µ ∈ N, aj ∈ k and gj , h¯ ∈ k[t] with deg gj, deg h¯ < d, so (52)
implies (50). ✷
For a set V ⊆ kr+1 and n ∈ N with n ≤ r we define
Pn(V ) = {(v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn) : (v0, v1, . . . , vn, . . . , vr) ∈ V }. (53)
Note: if V is a K-subspace of kr+1, then Pn(V ) is a K-subspace of k
n+1.
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Theorem 7 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and let t be a Σ∗-monomial over
k. If we can solve parameterized linear difference equations with coefficients
in k, then we can bound the degree of solutions in k[t] of parameterized linear
difference equations with coefficients in k[t].
Proof. Let L ∈ k[t][E; σ] with α := degL ≥ 0 and Φ1, . . . ,Φm ∈ k[t]. Then
we are interested in finding a degree bound for the parameterized difference
equation
L(y) = c1Φ1 + · · ·+ cmΦm, (54)
i.e., we seek b ∈ N such that for any solution y ∈ k[t] with ci ∈ K := Constσ(k)
we have that deg(y) ≤ b. Subsequently, we define β := max1≤i≤m deg(Φi). The
underlying algorithm proceeds stepwise for n = 0, 1, . . . . At a particular step
n, it either finds a degree bound and we are done, or it produces a b ∈ N with
b ≥ max(β − α, 0) + n and r(= rn) ≥ 1 vectors fu(= f (n)u ) = (fu,0, . . . , fu,n) ∈
kn+1 with 1 ≤ u ≤ r with the following properties:
(i) Correctness: for any d ≥ b and any 1 ≤ u ≤ r we have
deg(L(
n∑
j=0
td−jfu,j)) < d+ α− n. (55)
(ii) Completeness: For any h ∈ k[t] with d := deg(h) ≥ b and deg(L(h)) <
d+ α− n there are κu ∈ K with (1 ≤ u ≤ r) such that
deg
(
h−
r∑
u=1
κu
n∑
j=0
td−jfu,j
)
< d− n.
(iii) Maximal degree: we have (f1,0, . . . , fr,0) 6= 0.
We start with n = 0 and set b := max(β−α, 0). Making the ansatz y = w tδ+g
for unknown δ ∈ N with δ > b, w ∈ k∗ and g ∈ k[t] with deg(g) < δ such that
deg(L(y)) < α + δ holds, gives by Lemma 13 the constraint
Lα(w) = 0 (56)
where Lα with α = degL is given by (34). By our assumption we can solve
this difference equation in k. If there is only the trivial solution w = 0, it
follows that b is a degree bound of (54), and we return b.
Otherwise, let f1,0, . . . , fr,0 be a basis of the space of solutions of (56) in k. Then
the r vectors f1 = (f1,0), . . . , fr = (fr,0) ∈ k1 satisfy the above properties (i),
(ii) and (iii). To prove (i), let u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}. By Lemma 13,
L(tdfu,0) = Lα(fu,0)t
α+d + g
where g ∈ k with deg g < α + d. But Lα(fu,0) = 0, so degL(tdfu,0) = deg g <
α + d, proving (i). To prove (ii), let h ∈ k[t] with d = deg(h) ≥ b and
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degL(h) < d+α. Write h = w td+g where w ∈ k and g ∈ k[t] with deg(g) < d.
Then
L(h) = L(w td) + L(g)
where degL(g) < α + d, so degL(h) < d+ α implies
degL(w td) = deg(L(h)− L(g)) < d+ α.
By Lemma 13, L(w td) = Lα(w) t
α+d+g1 for some g1 ∈ k[t] with deg g1 < α+d,
hence Lα(w) = 0. By the definition of f1,0, . . . , fr,0, there are κ1, . . . , κr ∈ K
such that w =
∑r
l=1 κl fl,0, therefore
deg(h−
r∑
l=1
κl t
dfl,0) = deg(h− w td) = deg g < d
proving (ii). Finally, (iii) holds by the definition of f1,0, . . . , fr,0. This completes
the induction base.
Now suppose that after n ≥ 0 iteration steps, a degree bound is not found.
By the induction assumption we obtain a b with b ≥ max(β − α, 0) + n and
vectors fu = (fu,0, . . . , fu,n) ∈ kn+1 for 1 ≤ u ≤ r with the properties (i), (ii)
and (iii) as stated above.
Suppose that there exists a solution y ∈ k[t] with δ := deg(y) > b for (54) for
some c1, . . . , cm ∈ K. Since δ ≥ max(β − α, 0) + n+ 1 it follows that
degL(y) < δ + α− n− 1. (57)
In particular, degL(y) < δ+α−n holds and we can apply property (ii) of our
induction assumption with h = y. As a consequence there exist κ1, . . . , κr ∈ K
such that for
y˜ :=
r∑
u=1
κu
n∑
i=0
fu,it
δ−i
we get deg(y − y˜) < δ − n. Hence the first n leading coefficients of y are
determined by y˜ and we get
y = y˜ + w tδ−n−1 + g
for some w ∈ k and g ∈ k[t] with deg(g) < δ − n − 1. Since degL(g) <
α + δ − n− 1 and (57) it follows for y¯ = y˜ + w tδ−n−1 that
degL(y¯) = deg(L(y)− L(g)) ≤ max(degL(y), degL(g)) < δ + α− n− 1.
Summarizing, if there exists a solution y ∈ k[t] with δ := deg(y) > b for (54)
for some c1, . . . , cm ∈ K, then there are a w ∈ k and κ1, . . . , κr ∈ K such that
for
y¯ = y˜ + w tδ−n−1 (58)
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with
y˜ =
r∑
u=1
κu
n∑
i=0
fu,it
δ−i (59)
we have
deg(y¯) = δ and deg(L(y¯)) < δ + α− n− 1. (60)
Note: if we prove that there is no such y¯ with deg y¯ > b′ for some b′ ∈ N with
b′ ≥ b then it follows that b′ is a degree bound for (54). In a nutshell, we try to
construct all y¯ with this property and hope that this construction eventually
fails. By properties (i) and (ii) we have
deg(L(y˜)) < δ + α− n (61)
for any κ1, . . . , κr ∈ K and we have to check if there is a w ∈ k such that also
the coefficient of tδ+α−n−1 in L(y¯) vanishes. This gives the constraint
[
coefficient of tδ+α−n−1 in L(y˜)
]
+ Lα(w) = 0. (62)
Define η = σ(t) − t ∈ k. By σj(t) = t + ηj with ηj = ∑j−1ν=0 σν(η) ∈ k and
using the binomial theorem in its form
σj(tδ−i) = (t + ηj)
δ−i =
δ−i∑
l=0
(δ − i)l
l!
ηljt
δ−i−l (63)
with i ∈ N and j ≥ 1, the constraint (62) can be restated as
Lα(w) =
r∑
j=1
n∑
i=0
n+1∑
l=0
(δ − i)lκjhj,i,l (64)
for some explicitly given hj,i,l ∈ k. Based on this information we consider the
parameterized linear difference equation
Lα(w) =
r∑
j=1
n∑
i=0
n+1∑
l=0
ej,i,lhj,i,l
with the unknown w ∈ k and the u = (n + 2)(n + 1)r unknown parameters
ej,i,l ∈ K. By assumption we can compute a basis {(di,1, . . . , di,u, wi)}1≤i≤s for
the corresponding solution space. W.l.o.g. suppose that the first r columns of
D := (di,j)1≤i≤s,1≤j≤u correspond to the right-hand sides
h1,0,0, h2,0,0, . . . , hr,0,0
ordered in this way. Note that in (64), the corresponding parameters ej,0,0 =
(δ − 0)0 κj for 1 ≤ j ≤ r are free of δ. For later use we define the submatrix
D¯ := (di,j)1≤i≤s,1≤j≤r
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of D. In order to obtain all the possible κj for our original ansatz (64) we have
to impose additional relations on the ej,i,l:
κj = ej,0,0 = ej,i,0 =
ej,i,1
(δ − i) = · · · =
ej,i,n+1
(δ − i)n+1
for 1 ≤ j ≤ r and 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Namely, for each j, i, l let Cj,i,l be the cor-
responding column in C. Then for these coefficients we have to consider all
(λ1, . . . , λs) ∈ Ks such that for 1 ≤ j ≤ r and 0 ≤ i ≤ n we have
(λ1, . . . , λs)Cj,0,0 = (λ1, . . . , λs)Cj,i,0
= (λ1, . . . , λs)
Cj,i,1
δ − i = · · · = (λ1, . . . , λs)
Cj,i,n+1
(δ − i)n+1 .
(65)
Putting all these equations together, replacing δ by x and clearing denomina-
tors leads to a matrix A(x) with s columns and entries from K[x] with the
property that for any (λ1, . . . , λs) ∈ Ks we have that
A(δ)(λ1, . . . , λs)
T = 0 (66)
iff (65) holds for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r and 0 ≤ i ≤ n. By construction this is equivalent
to the claim that (κ1, . . . , κr) and w with
(κ1, . . . , κr) = (λ1(δ), . . . , λs(δ))D¯,
w = (λ1, . . . , λs)(w1, . . . , ws)
T
(67)
are a solution of (64). But by (61) this is equivalent to the desired property
that (60) holds with (58). In short, for any (λ1, . . . , λs) ∈ Ks we have that
(66) holds iff (κ1, . . . , κr) and w with (67) are a solution of (64).
By Lemma 12 we can compute a b˜ ∈ N and linearly independent vectors
v1(x), . . . , vρ(x) ∈ K[x]s with the following property: For any δ ≥ b˜, the vectors
v1(δ), . . . , vρ(δ) form a basis of the solution space of (66). If the basis is empty,
i.e., ρ = 0, or if the first r entries in each of the basis elements v1(x), . . . , vρ(x)
are zero (recall that the linear combination of the first r entries gives all
combinations for the highest coefficient in our ansatz (58)), it follows that the
ansatz (58) with δ > b˜ and (60) is not possible. Hence b′ = max(b˜, b) is a
degree bound for (54) and we are done. Otherwise, define b′ := max(b˜, b + 1)
with b′ ≥ max(β − α, 0) + n+ 1. Furthermore, for 1 ≤ u ≤ ρ define
(f ′u,0, . . . , f
′
u,n) = (vu D¯)(f1, . . . , fr)
T ∈ kn+1, (68)
w′u = vu (w1, . . . , ws)
T ∈ k
and take f ′u = (f
′
u,0, . . . , f
′
u,n, w
′
u) ∈ kn+2 for 1 ≤ u ≤ ρ. By construction
(compare (67)) properties (i) and (ii) from above hold where n is replaced
by n + 1, r is replaced by ρ, the f1, . . . , fr are replaced by f
′
1, . . . , f
′
ρ and b is
replaced by b′. If (f ′1,0, f
′
2,0, . . . , f
′
ρ,0) = 0, it follows by property (ii) that there
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does not exist a y¯ of the form (58) with (60) where δ ≥ b′. Consequently, b′−1
is a degree bound for (54) and we are done. Otherwise, also property (iii)
holds for the vectors f
(n+1)
1 := f
′
1, . . . , f
(n+1)
rn+1
:= f ′rn+1 with rn+1 = ρ and the
nth iteration is completed.
Termination. Suppose that this iteration does not terminate. For n ≥ 0 let
f
(n)
1 , . . . , f
(n)
rn
∈ kn+1 be the corresponding vectors in the nth iteration and
consider the K-subspace Vn = 〈f (n)1 , . . . , f (n)rn 〉K of kn+1. Since in each step
the new vectors are linear combinations of the previous vectors (see (68)),
it follows that Pn(Vn+l+1) is a subspace of Pn(Vn+l) for any n, l ∈ N; recall
the definition of Pn in (53). In particular, for any n ∈ N we get the chain of
subspaces
Pn(Vn) ⊇ Pn(Vn+1) ⊇ Pn(Vn+2) ⊇ · · · ⊃ {0}; (69)
note that each of these subspaces contains a non-zero vector due to prop-
erty (iii). We show that there is a nonzero sequence g = (g0, g1, g2, . . . ) ∈ kN
such that for all n, l ∈ N we have
(g0, g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Pn(Vn+l). (70)
Suppose that we obtained already g = (g0, g1, . . . , gn−1) ∈ kn such that
(g0, g1, . . . , gn−1) ∈ Pn−1(Vn−1+l) (71)
holds for all l ≥ 0. Let ρ = mini≥0 dimPn(Vn+i). Then ρ ≥ 1 and there is an
s ∈ N with s ≥ n and dimPn(Vs) = ρ. By (69) we conclude that Pn(Vs) =
Pn(Vs+i) holds for all i ≥ 0. Thus we can take gn ∈ k with (g0, . . . , gn−1, gn) ∈
Pn(Vs+l) for all l ≥ 0 which proves (70) for all l ≥ 0. Setting l = 0, we get
g = (g0, g1, g2, . . . ) ∈ kN with (g0, g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Vn for all n ≥ 0.
For u ∈ N define
Yu = ξt
−u
∞∑
i=0
git
−i
in the difference field (k(x)((t−1))(ξ), σ) introduced in Lemma 9. We show that
L(Yu) = 0 (72)
holds for any u ∈ N. Suppose otherwise that L(Yℓ) 6= 0 for some ℓ ≥ 0. Then
there is an n such that the coefficient of L(Yℓ) at ξt
α−ℓ−n is nonzero, but all
the coefficients of L(Yℓ) at ξt
α−ℓ−ν with 0 ≤ ν < n are zero. Looking at the
coefficient at ξtα−ℓ−n gives a polynomial p(x) ∈ k[x] \ {0}. With Lemma 11 it
follows that
σj(ξ t−i)|x 7→δ,ξ 7→tδ = ξ
∞∑
l=0
(
x− i
l
)
ηljt
−i−l|x 7→δ,ξ 7→tδ =
δ−i∑
l=0
(δ − i)l
l!
ηljt
δ−i−l
holds for all i, j, δ ∈ N and thus with (63) we get
σj(ξ t−i)|x 7→δ,ξ 7→tδ = σj(tδ−i)
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for all i, j ∈ N where the automorphism σ on the left-hand and right-hand
side is taken from (k(t), σ) and (k(x)((t−1))(ξ), σ), respectively. This implies
that
L(Yℓ)|x 7→δ,ξ 7→tδ = L(t−ℓ
n∑
i=0
git
δ−i) = L(
n∑
i=0
git
δ−i−ℓ)
and thus
p(δ) = coefficient of tδ−ℓ+α−n in L(
n∑
i=0
git
δ−i−ℓ). (73)
By property (i) from above and (g0, g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Vn it follows that there exists
a ρ ∈ N with ρ ≥ n + ℓ such that for any δ ≥ ρ we have that
deg(L(
n∑
i=0
git
δ−i−ℓ)) < δ − ℓ+ α− n. (74)
Since (73) holds, it follows that p(δ) = 0 for all δ ≥ ρ which implies that p(x)
must be the zero-polynomial; a contradiction. Consequently (72) holds for all
u ∈ N.
To finish the proof of termination, let ω be the order of the operator L.
Since Constσk(x)((t
−1))(ξ) = K(x) by Corollary 4, we can apply [Coh65,
Thm. XII (page 272)] and it follows that there exist in (k(x)((t−1))(ξ), σ)
at most ω linearly independent solutions over K(x) for L(y) = 0. However,
Y0, Y1, . . . , Yω+1 are linearly independent over K(x). Namely, suppose that
there are c0, . . . , cω+1 ∈ K(x) with
0 = c0 Y0 + c1 Y1 + · · ·+ cω+1 Yω+1 = ξ(c0 + c1 t−1 + · · ·+ cω+1t−ω−1).
Since ξ is transcendental over k(x)((t−1)), c0 + c1 t
−1 + · · · + cω+1t−ω−1 = 0.
Furthermore, ci = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ ω + 1 since t is transcendental over k(x).
This proves that there are ω+1 linearly independent solutions of L(y) = 0; a
contradiction to our construction. Hence the assumption must be wrong that
the iteration does not terminate. ✷
Remark 6 (1) The proof of Theorem 7 is inspired by [Sin91, Lemma 3.8]
that treats the continuous version of Σ∗-extensions in order to solve linear
differential equations in Liouvillian extensions. More precisely, a degree
bound of polynomial solutions for a primitive extension k(t) is derived
where the derivative of t is an element in k (i.e., t represents an indefinite
integral). Similar to our tactic, Singer’s algorithm produces step-wise con-
straints for the top most coefficients of a potential solution. Eventually,
these constraints enable one to determine a degree bound for a primitive
extension. As in our case, the termination argument does not yield an
explicit upper bound of the required iteration steps.
(2) In [Abr89a] and [Pet92] degree bound algorithms are elaborated that deal
with the special case (k(t), σ) where Constσ(k) = k and σ(t) = t+ 1. As
it turns out, both algorithms are equivalent [PW00] and can be related
to the algorithm in Theorem 7. In contrast to the general situation in
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Theorem 7, it can be shown that in the algorithm given in [Pet92] at most
deg(L) steps are required until the degree bound procedure terminates.
(3) In [Sch01, Chapter 3.4] a variant of the above method has been elaborated
for a Σ∗-monomial t, but the termination proof could not be provided.
Interestingly enough, it could be shown in [Sch01, Cor. 3.14.3] that after
at most deg(L) steps the iteration process terminates if the operator L
is free of t, i.e., L ∈ k[E; σ]. Even more is valid in this special case: for
the parameterized difference equation (54) with Φ1, . . . ,Φm ∈ k[t] a poly-
nomial degree bound is deg(L) +max(deg(Φ1), deg(Φ2), . . . , deg(Φm), 0);
see also [Sch05b, Section 8] for further discussions.
Example 20 Given the operator L = a0E
0 + a1 E + a2E
2 with (25) we
start the degree bounding algorithm from Theorem 7 with n = 0. We have
α = deg(L) = 2 and thus get (after removing common factors) the operator
L2 = (1 + x)E
0 − (3 + 2x)E + (2 + x)E2.
Solving the underlying recurrence in Q(x) gives {w ∈ Q(x) : L2(w) = 0} =
Q. Thus we get f
(0)
1 = 1. In particular, with y = κ1 h
δ for κ1 ∈ Q we get
deg(L(y)) < δ+α = δ+2; by luck we even have deg(L(y)) < δ+1. We repeat
this construction for n = 1 and try to find all κ1 ∈ Q and w ∈ Q(x) such that
for y = κ1 (1 ·hδ)+whδ−1 we get deg(L(y)) < δ+α−1 = δ+1; compare (58)
with (59). This gives the constraint L2(w) = 0, i.e., w ∈ Q. Consequently, we
can set f
(1)
1 = (1, 0) and f
(1)
2 = (0, 1). We repeat the process for n = 2 and
make the ansatz y = κ1(1 ·hδ+0 ·hδ−1)+κ2(0 ·hδ+1 ·hδ−1)+w hδ−2; compare
again (58) with (59). This time we get the constraint
L2(w) = −κ1 (3 + 2x)
(x+ 1)(x+ 2)
(
δ − 1
2
)
. (75)
To complete the step n = 2 we must find a solution with κ1 6= 0, which is
not possible. This stops our degree bounding algorithm. In particular, we can
conclude that for a generic δ with δ > 1 only the two highest terms hδ+2
and hδ+1 in L(y) can vanish. This indicates that n = 2 is a degree bound.
Furthermore, only for the special cases δ = 1, 2 and w ∈ Q in (75) one can
find κ1 6= 0. Thus no special cases for δ > 2 can arise, and b = 2 is indeed a
degree bound.
6 A general framework and a complete algorithm for ΠΣ∗-fields
In this section we will present a complete algorithm to compute all hyper-
geometric solutions of homogeneous linear difference equations and rational
solutions of parameterized linear difference equations in a ΠΣ∗-field (F, σ)
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with the property that the constant field ConstσF is a rational function field
defined over an algebraic number field. More generally, we will provide a gen-
eral framework that solves these problems in a difference field (F, σ) that is
built by a tower of ΠΣ∗-monomials over a difference field (k, σ) that satisfies
certain (algorithmic) properties.
6.1 A general framework for nested ΠΣ∗-monomials
In order to accomplish this task, we start to glue together the main results
of the previous sections. Theorem 4 combined with part (1) of Theorem 5
provides the following reduction mechanism: if one can compute all hyperge-
ometric candidates in k, can solve parameterized linear difference equations
(PLDE) in k and can solve the pseudo-orbit problem in k, then one can com-
pute all hypergeometric solutions of homogeneous difference equations in a
difference field (k(t), σ) built by a ΠΣ∗-monomial t. This reduction process
can be visualized in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Reduction step for hypergeometric solutions
In addition, Theorem 4 combined with part (2) of Theorem 5 delivers the
reduction step illustrated in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Reduction step for rational solutions (and hypergeometric candidates)
Combining Theorems 4 and 5, i.e., combining Figure 1 with iterative applica-
tions of Figure 2 yields the following basic framework.
Theorem 8 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and let (k(t1), . . . (te), σ) be given
by a tower of ΠΣ∗-monomials over k.
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(i) If we can compute all the hypergeometric candidates for equations with co-
efficients in k, then we can compute all the hypergeometric candidates for
equations with coefficients in k(t1) . . . (te).
(ii) If, in addition, we can compute the spread in k(t1, . . . , ti−1)[ti] for 1 ≤ i ≤ e,
can solve the pseudo-orbit problem in k(t1, . . . , ti) for 1 ≤ i ≤ e and can
solve parameterized linear difference equations in k, then we can compute
all solutions of parameterized linear difference equations and all the hyper-
geometric solutions of equations with coefficients in k(t1) . . . (te).
It follows from [Kar81] that the pseudo-orbit problem can be solved algorith-
mically in a ΠΣ∗-field (k, σ) over C = Constσ(k) (with some additional prop-
erties required on the constant field C which are given below). Namely, the
following parameterized pseudo-orbit (PPO) problem can be handled [Kar81,
Theorem 9]. Given f1, . . . , fn ∈ k∗, one can compute a basis of
M(f1, . . . , fn; k) = {(e1, . . . , en) ∈ Zn such that 1 ∼k,σ
n∏
i=1
f eii }.
Note that M(f1, . . . , fn; k) is a finite-dimensional free Z-submodule of Z
n;
see [Kar81, Lemma 6]. Since
Γ(u, v; k) = {γ ∈ Z such that (γ,−1) ∈M(u, v; k)},
this yields in turn an algorithm for computing Γ(u, v; k) in such fields.
Example 21 Using Karr’s algorithm from [Kar81] we get
M((x + 1, 1),Q(x)) = (0, 1)Z = (0,−1)Z,
M((x+ 1, 1
2(1+x)
),Q(x)) = {(0, 0)},
M((x+ 1, 1+x
x2
),Q(x)) = (1, 1)Z = (−1,−1)Z
in the ΠΣ∗-field (Q(x), σ) with σ(x) = x + 1. This gives Γ(x + 1, 1;Q(x)) =
{0}, Γ(x + 1, 1
2(1+x)
;Q(x)) = {0} and Γ(x + 1, 1+x
x2
;Q(x)) = {−1} as used in
Example 19(1).
More generally, following [KS06] this problem and also the dispersion can be
computed over a tower of ΠΣ∗-monomials over (k, σ) whenever the ground
field (k, σ) is σ∗-computable.
Definition 7 A difference field (k, σ) is called σ∗-computable if the following
holds.
(1) There is an algorithm that can factor multivariate polynomials over k.
(2) (k, σs) is torsion free for any s ∈ Z∗, i.e.,
∀s, r ∈ Z∗ ∀f ∈ k∗ : f ∼k,σs 1 and f r = 1⇒ f = 1. (76)
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(3) There is an algorithm that solves the Π-Regularity problem: Given (k, σ)
and f, g ∈ k∗; find, if possible, an n ≥ 0 with fσ,n = g.
(4) There is an algorithm that solves the Σ- Regularity problem: Given (k, σ),
r ∈ Z∗ and f, g ∈ k∗; find, if possible, an n ≥ 0 with fσr ,0+· · ·+fσr ,n = g.
(5) There is an algorithm that solves the parameterized pseudo-orbit problem:
Given f1, . . . , fn ∈ k∗; compute a basis of M(f1, . . . , fn; k) over Z.
(k, σ) is called σ-computable if it is σ∗-computable and, in addition, one can
compute all solutions in k of parameterized linear difference equations with
coefficients in k and one can compute all hypergeometric candidates of linear
difference equations with coefficients in k.
Obviously, if a difference field extension (F, σ) of a difference field (k, σ) is
σ∗-computable (resp. σ-computable), then also the ground field (k, σ) is σ∗-
computable (resp. σ-computable). But also the other direction holds if (F, σ)
is built by ΠΣ∗-monomials.
Theorem 9 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and t be a ΠΣ∗-monomial over k.
(i) If (k, σ) is σ∗-computable, (k(t), σ) is σ∗-computable; in particular, one can
compute the spread in k[t].
(ii) If (k, σ) is σ-computable, (k(t), σ) is σ-computable; in particular, one can
compute all hypergeometric solutions of equations with coefficient in k(t).
Proof. (i) Suppose that (k, σ) is σ∗-computable. By [KS06, Theorem 1] (ana-
lyzing Karr’s algorithm [Kar81]) the difference field (k(t), σ) is σ∗-computable
and one can decide algorithmically if for any f, g ∈ k[t]∗ there exists an r ∈ Z
such that σr(f)/g ∈ k. With [Bro00, Lemma 15] and the text below of [Bro00,
Example 10] (see [Sch04] for further details) it follows that one can compute
spreads in k[t].
(ii) Suppose in addition that (k, σ) is σ-computable. Then it follows by Theo-
rem 4.1 that one can compute all hypergeometric candidates for linear differ-
ence equations with coefficients in k(t). Hence by Theorem 5 we can compute
all solutions of parameterized linear difference equations with coefficients in
k(t). Thus (k(t), σ) is σ-computable. Moreover, by Theorem 4.1 we can com-
pute all hypergeometric solutions of linear difference equations with coeffi-
cients in k(t). ✷
The reduction step of Theorem 9 is visualized also in Figure 3.
Namely, if (k, σ) is σ∗ computable and one can compute all hypergeometric
candidates and finds all solutions of PLDE in (k, σ) (in short (k, σ) is σ-
computable), then also (k(t), σ) is σ∗-computable and one can compute all
hypergeometric candidates and finds all solutions of PLDE in (k, σ) (in short
(k(t), σ) is σ-computable).
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Fig. 3. Reduction step using σ∗-comparability
Summarizing, a difference field (k(t1) . . . (te), σ) built by a tower of ΠΣ
∗-
monomials is σ∗-computable (resp. σ-computable) whenever (k, σ) is σ∗-com-
putable (resp. σ-computable). In particular, setting kj = k(t1) . . . (tj) for
1 ≤ j ≤ e (note that k0 = k) we obtain the tower of reductions in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Reduction step using σ∗-computability
6.2 A complete algorithm for ΠΣ∗-fields over certain constant fields
If (ke, σ) is a ΠΣ
∗-field over k = k0, i.e., Constσ(k) = k or equivalently σ = id,
the reduction process terminates in the base case k0. In this case we also write
C := k. The following result enumerates properties of k0 = k(= C) that enable
one to tackle the base case and thus to turn the reduction process given in
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Figure 4 to a complete algorithm; compare also [KS06].
Theorem 10 Let (k, σ) be a difference field with Constσ(k) = k in which we
can perform the usual operations. If, in addition, there are algorithms available
for
(1) factoring in k[t1, . . . , te],
(2) computing for any c1, . . . , cn ∈ k a Z-basis of
M(c1, . . . , cn; k) = {(e1, . . . , en) ∈ Zn such that 1 =
n∏
i=1
f eii },
(3) recognizing whether any c ∈ k is an integer,
then (k, σ) is σ-computable.
Proof. Any constant field is torsion-free, because {σi(g)/g : g ∈ k∗} = {1} for
all i ∈ N. Π-regularity can be decided with [Kar81, Lemma 2] and using prop-
erty (3). Σ-regularity can be decided with [Kar81, Lemma 3] and properties
(1) and (2). The pseudo-orbit problem in the constant field is property (3).
Thus k is σ∗ computable.
Moreover, solving parameterized linear difference equations with coefficients
over constants reduces immediately to solving a linear system. Finally, find-
ing all hypergeometric candidates of an equation with constant coefficients
is equivalent to finding all roots in k of a certain univariate polynomial, and
factoring this polynomial (property (1)) yields all such roots. ✷
Remark 7 The pseudo-orbit problem is needed to check if an unimonomial
t over k with η := σ(t)/t ∈ k is a Π-monomial (i.e., if there is an n ∈ Z with
ηn ∼k,σ 1), or it is needed to derive the denominator and degree bounds to
compute rational solutions in k(t) when t is a Π-monomial over k (see Theo-
rem 6); but it is not needed to compute the spread in k[t]. As a consequence,
if one only deals with Σ∗-monomials, the pseudo-orbit problem does not occur
when one wants to solve parameterized linear difference equations with coef-
ficients in k(t) or if one wants to find all hypergeometric solutions in k(t). In
this instance, requirement (2) in Theorem 10 is not needed.
In short, the algorithmic machinery visualized in Figure 4 terminates with the
base case given in Figure 5.
Special cases for the parameterized pseudo-orbit problem in the constant field
(property (3) in Theorem 10) have been treated in [AB00]. The general prob-
lem has been solved in [Ge93] for an algebraic number field A and based on
that has been solved for a rational function field defined over A in [Sch05c,
Thm 3.5]. As a consequence any rational function field over an algebraic num-
ber field is σ-computable. Summarizing, iterative application of Theorem 9
(or applying the reduction process sketched in Figure 4 together with the base
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Fig. 5. Base case: the constant field k0 = k
case given in Figure 5) results in the following algorithmic result.
Corollary 5 A rational function field C = A(y1, . . . , yρ) over an algebraic
number field 5 A is σ-computable. In particular, one can compute all solutions
of parameterized linear difference equations and all hypergeometric solutions
of homogeneous linear difference equations in a ΠΣ∗-field defined over C.
In a nutshell, we obtain a complete algorithm to find all hypergeometric solu-
tions of linear difference equations in a ΠΣ∗-field (F, σ) with F = C(t1) . . . (te)
over a constant field C with certain algorithmic properties. These requirements
hold in particular if C = A(y1 . . . , yρ) is a rational function field over an al-
gebraic number field A. If one restricts to the rational case F = C(t1) with
σ(t1) = t1+1 (resp. to the q-rational case σ(t1) = q t1 where q ∈ {y1, . . . , yρ}),
the derived algorithm is equivalent to the algorithm Hyper [Pet92] (resp. q-
Hyper [APP98]). Also the mixed multibasic version described in [BP99] is
contained in our generalized machinery. In Sigma most of these ideas are im-
plemented (and are continuously challenged and improved by new examples).
Example 22 After loading
In[1]:= << Sigma.m
Sigma - A summation package by Carsten Schneider c© RISC-JKU
into the computer algebra system Mathematica, we can perform the calcu-
lations illustrated in Example 2 as follows. We insert the rational functions
(a0, a1, a2) ∈ Q(x)(h)3 of the operator (7) in
In[2]:= PL = {(1 + h + hx)2(3 + 2h + 2x + 3hx + hx2)2,
− h(1 + x)(3 + 2x)(3 + 2h + 2x + 3hx + hx2)2,h(1 + x)2(2 + x)3(1 + h + hx)};
and define the automorphism σ : Q(x)(h) → Q(x)(h) with σ(x) = x + 1 and
σ(h) = h + 1
x+1
by
In[3]:= tower = {{x, 1, 1}, {h, 1,
1
x + 1
}};
5 An algebraic number field A is an algebraic field extension of Q with finite degree;
in particular, A can be considered as a finite dimensional vector space over Q.
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Then we can compute the rational functions rj ∈ Q(x)(h) for j = 1, 2 of the
first order factors E − rj of (7) with the function call
In[4]:= SigmaHyper[PL, tower]
Out[4]= {
(1 + h(1+ x))3
(h2(1 + x)3)
,
(1+ h(1 + x))2
(h(1 + x)2)
}
As illustrated in Example 3 it is beneficial if one extracts the underlying
components (vj , uj) ∈ k2 with rj = uj σ(vj )vj . In our particular example this can
be carried out with
In[5]:= SigmaHyperComponent[PL, tower,HyperStrategy → ”PolynomialVersion”]
Out[5]= {{h2,
1+ h+ hx
1+ x
}, {h,
1+ h+ hx
1+ x
}}
following the steps given in Example 8. In particular, the improvements (1)–(3)
of Remark 2 are utilized; see also Example 10. With the option HyperStrategy
→ "RationalVersion" (which is the standard choice in Sigma) also the im-
provement (4) of Remark 2 is activated (compare Example 11) which leads to
the following components (vj , uj):
In[6]:= SigmaHyperComponent[PL, tower,HyperStrategy → ”RationalVersion”]
Out[6]= {{h3, h}, {h2, h}}
The above function calls can be executed if the difference field (k, σ) is explic-
itly given by a tower of ΠΣ∗-monomials. However, in most applications the
problem is stated in terms of indefinite nested sums and products. Using the
framework elaborated in [Kar81,Sch01,Sch16,Sch17,OS18] it suffices to insert
the given recurrence, and the construction of the underlying difference field
(resp. ring) is completely automatized. For instance, after inserting
In[7]:= rec =
(
1 + Hν + νHν
)
2
(3 + 2ν + 2Hν + 3νHν + ν
2Hν)
2F[ν]
− (1 + ν)(3 + 2ν)Hν
(
3 + 2ν + 2Hν + 3νHν + ν
2Hν
)
2
F[1 + ν]
+ (1 + ν)2(2 + ν)3Hν
(
1 + Hν + νHν
)
F[2 + ν] == 0;
from Example 1(I) one obtains the hypergeometric solutions in terms of the
harmonic numbers with the function call
In[8]:= SolveRecurrence[rec,F[ν]]
Out[8]= {{0, Hν
ν∏
i=1
Hi}, {0, H
2
ν
ν∏
i=1
Hi}}
Similarly, one can solve the recurrence
In[9]:= rec = −2(1 + ν)2(2 + ν)
(
7 + 6ν + ν2 + 3ν! + 5νν! + 2ν2ν!
)
(ν!)2F[ν]
+ (1 + ν)(2 + ν)
(
16 + 16ν + 3ν2 + 7ν! + 12νν! + 4ν2ν!
)
ν!F[1 + ν]
−
(
2 + 4ν + ν2 + ν! + 2νν!
)
F[2 + ν] == 0;
from Example 1(II) straightforwardly:
In[10]:= SolveRecurrence[rec,F[ν]]
Out[10]= {{0,
ν∏
i=1
i!}, {0, (ν! + ν2)2ν
ν∏
i=1
i!}}
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6.3 Controlling the hypergeometric candidates and the extension of the con-
stant field
In various applications it is sufficient to carry out the proposed method in
the smallest ΠΣ∗-field in which the coefficients of the recurrence can be repre-
sented. E.g., in calculations coming from particle physics [ABF+18] one com-
putes all hypergeometric solutions in the field C(t1) with σ(t1) = t1 + 1 and
constant field C = Q(y1, . . . , yρ). In other applications it turns out that the
constant field C has to be extended to a larger field C˜ in order to find the
desired hypergeometric solutions in (F˜ , σ) with F˜ = C˜(t1) . . . (te). Before we
continue this discussion, we first show that (F˜ , σ) forms again a ΠΣ∗-field over
the larger constant field C˜. More generally, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 1 Let (k, σ) be a difference field and let (k(t1), . . . (te), σ) be
given by a tower of ΠΣ∗-monomials over k with σ(ti) = αi ti+βi for 1 ≤ i ≤ e.
Let (k(S), σ) be a difference field extension of (k, σ) where S is a gener-
ator set with σ(c) = c for all c ∈ S. Take the difference field extension
(k(S)(t1), . . . (te), σ) of (k(S), σ) where k(S)(t1) . . . (te) is a rational function
field extension of k(S) and σ(ti) = αi ti + βi for 1 ≤ i ≤ e. Then:
(1) (k(S)(t1) . . . (te), σ) is built by a tower of ΠΣ
∗-monomials over k(S); in
particular, Constσk(S)(t1) . . . (te) = Constσk(S).
(2) If (k(t1) . . . (te), σ) is a ΠΣ
∗-field over k, then (k(S)(t1) . . . (te), σ) is a
ΠΣ∗-field over k(S).
Proof. Suppose that (k(t1) . . . (te), σ) is built by a tower of ΠΣ
∗-monomials
over k but that (k(S)(t1) . . . (te), σ) is not built by a tower of ΠΣ
∗-monomials
over k(S). Then we can choose u < e such that t1, . . . , tu−1 are ΠΣ
∗-monomials
and tu is not a ΠΣ
∗-monomial. Hence we can take y ∈ k(S)(t1) . . . (tu) with
σ(y) = y which depends on tu. By the definition of the generator set it follows
that y ∈ k(S0)(t1) . . . (tu) for a finite subset S0 ⊆ S, say S0 = {x1, . . . , xr}. By
rearranging the generators of S0 we get y ∈ k(t1) . . . (tu)(x1, . . . , xr). Further-
more, by iterative application of Lemma 7 we conclude that
Constσk(t1) . . . (tu−1)(tu)(x1, . . . , xr)
= (Constσk(t1) . . . (tu)(x1, . . . , xr−1))(xr)
= · · · = (Constσk(t1) . . . (tu))(x1, . . . , xr)
= Constσk(x1, . . . , xr).
Since σ(y) = y, it follows that y ∈ k(x1, . . . , xr) and thus y is free of tu, a
contradiction. Consequently (k(S)(t1) . . . (te), σ) is built by a tower of ΠΣ
∗-
monomials over k(S) and hence Constσk(S)(t1) . . . (te) = Constσk(S); this
proves statement (1).
Suppose in addition that Constσk = k, i.e., (k(t1) . . . (te), σ) is a ΠΣ
∗-field
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over k. Then we can conclude that Constσk(S)(t1) . . . (te) = Constσk(S) =
k(S). Consequently, (k(S)(t1) . . . (te), σ) is a ΠΣ
∗-field over k(S) which proves
statement (2). ✷
Looking at Figure 4 together with the base case given in Figure 5 (or at The-
orem 9 and Theorem 10) one can detect easily a source to find more solutions:
one can try to extend the constant field C to C˜ in order to find more hyper-
geometric candidates. Namely, with part (1) of Theorem 4 it follows that the
hypergeometric candidates in ke are determined by the coefficients of the input
difference equation and the hypergeometric candidates of a certain difference
equation in ke−1. Applying this argument iteratively leads to the base case
k0 = C and we apply Theorem 10: the hypergeometric candidates there are
given by the roots of certain polynomials with coefficients in C. Thus taking
the splitting field C˜ for all these polynomials produces the maximal set of pos-
sible hypergeometric candidates in the ΠΣ∗-field (F˜ , σ) with F˜ = C˜(t1) . . . (te).
Finally, looking at the proof of Theorem 4, all hypergeometric solutions in
F˜ = k˜e can be determined by looping through all hypergeometric candidates
in k˜e and computing polynomial solutions of a particularly constructed homo-
geneous linear difference equation in C˜[(t1, . . . , te−1)[te]. The following remarks
are appropriate:
(1) So far we can compute these polynomial solutions in C˜[(t1, . . . , te−1)[te]
with our available machinery only if C˜ is given by a rational function field
over an algebraic number field. Therefore we cannot apply our toolbox
to the algebraic closure of C = A(y1, . . . , yρ) if ρ > 0. But we have to
restrict to C˜ = Q¯(y1, . . . , yρ) where Q¯ is the algebraic closure of Q or to
C˜ = A˜(y1, . . . , yρ) where A˜ is an appropriately chosen algebraic number
field that contains A.
(2) When one solves the underlying linear difference equations whose coeffi-
cients are given in C˜(t1) . . . (te), one might ask if one finds more solutions
by extending the constant field C˜ further. The following proposition ex-
cludes this possibility for algebraic extensions 6 .
Proposition 2 Let (k, σ) be a difference field with C = Constσk and let
(k(S), σ) be an algebraic difference field extension of (k, σ) where S is a gen-
erator set with σ(c) = c for all c ∈ S. Let 0 6= a = (a0, a1, . . . , aℓ) ∈ kℓ+1 and
b = (b1, b2, . . . , bm) ∈ km and suppose that f1, . . . , fn ∈ k × Cm is a basis of
V(a, b, k). Then
V(a, b, k(S)) = {κ1 f1 + · · ·+ κn fn : κ1, . . . , κn ∈ C(S)}; (77)
in particular, f1, . . . , fn is also a basis of V(a, b, k(S)).
6 It can be shown that Proposition 2 holds for general constant field extensions
(not necessarily algebraic) if k is, e.g., a ΠΣ∗-field. Since this aspect is not crucial
for our current considerations, we do not provide a proof here.
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Proof. W.l.o.g. we may assume that S is a minimal generating set of k(S).
Clearly the inclusion ⊇ in (77) holds. In order to show the other inclusion,
let (g, c1, . . . , cm) ∈ V(a, b, k(S)). Then there is {x1, . . . , xr} ⊆ S such that
for the field extension F = k(x1, . . . , xr) of k with C˜ = Constσ(F ) we have
(g, c1, . . . , cm) ∈ F × C˜m. Here we suppose that k(x1, . . . , xi) is an algebraic
field extension of k(x1, . . . , xi−1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r where the minimal polynomial
µi ∈ k(x1, . . . , xi−1)[z] has degree di > 1. By the extended Euclidean algorithm
all elements in F = k(x1, . . . , xr) can be represented as polynomial expressions
in x1, . . . , xr, i.e., we may write F = k[x1, . . . , xr]. For each i ≥ 1 we define
[i] = {0, . . . , i− 1}. Note that by definition the monomials
{xµ : µ ∈ [d1]× [d2]× · · · × [dr]} (78)
are linearly independent over k and their linear span over k equals F . By
iterative application of Lemma 7 it follows that
C˜ =Constσk[x1, . . . , xr] = (Constσk[x1, . . . , xr−1])[xr]
= · · · = (Constσk)[x1, . . . , xr] = C[x1, . . . , xr].
Thus we can write g =
∑
µ∈U gµx
µ and ci =
∑
µ∈U ci,µx
µ with 1 ≤ i ≤ m in
multi-index notation for a finite set U ⊂ [d1] × [d2] × · · · × [dr] with gµ ∈ k
and ci,µ ∈ C for µ ∈ U . In particular, we get∑
µ∈U
xµ(c1,µb1 + · · ·+ cm,µbm) = c1 b1 + · · ·+ cm bm
=
ℓ∑
i=0
aiσ
i(g) =
∑
µ∈U
xµ
ℓ∑
i=0
aiσ
i(gµ).
Since the elements in (78) are linearly independent over k, it follows for all
µ ∈ U that
c1,µb1 + · · ·+ cm,µbm =
ℓ∑
i=0
aiσ
i(gµ)
and thus hµ = (gµ, c1,µ, . . . , cm,µ) ∈ V(a, b, k). Since f1, . . . , fn is a basis of
V(a, b, k), we get hµ = d1,µf1 + · · ·+ dn,µfn for some di,j ∈ C. Consequently,
(g, c1, . . . , cm) =
∑
µ∈U
xµ(gµ, c1,µ, . . . , cm,µ) =
∑
µ∈U
xµhµ
=
∑
µ∈U
xµ(d1,µf1 + · · ·+ dn,µfn) = κ1f1 + . . . κnfn
with κi =
∑
µ∈U x
µdi,µ ∈ C[x1, . . . , xr] ⊆ C(S) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Consequently
(g, c1, . . . , cm) is an element of the right-hand side in (77) which proves (77).
Now suppose that f1, . . . , fn are linearly dependent over C(S). Then one can
take κ1, . . . , κn ∈ C[S], not all zero, with κ1 f1 + · · ·+ κn fn = 0. In addition,
we can take a generator set S0 = {x1, . . . , xr} ⊆ S with minimal polynomials
as given above such that κ1, . . . , κn ∈ k[S0]. Take any µ ∈ [d1]× [d2]×· · ·× [dr]
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where xµ arises in one of the κ1, . . . , κn. By coefficient comparison w.r.t. x
µ
and using the fact that the elements in (78) are linearly independent over
k, we get c1 f1 + · · · + cn fn = 0 for some c1, . . . , cn ∈ C, not all zero. This
contradicts the assumption that f1, . . . , fn are linearly independent over C,
and we conclude that f1, . . . , fn form a basis of V(a, b, k(S)). ✷
Based on the above considerations, our algorithmic toolbox can be applied
with two complementary scenarios.
(1) One can choose a ΠΣ∗-field F = C(t1) . . . (te) over the smallest possible
constant field C = A(y1, . . . , yρ) in which the linear difference equation
can be formulated and computes all hypergeometric solutions in this dif-
ference field (F, σ). This feature is activated in Sigma with the option
WithAlgebraicNumbers→False.
(2) One finds all hypergeometric solutions in the ΠΣ∗-field F ′ = C ′(t1) . . . (te)
with C ′ = Q¯(y1, . . . , yρ). More precisely, one takes the smallest (finite)
field extension A˜ of A such that the sets of hypergeometric candidates in
F ′ and in F˜ = C˜(t1) . . . (te) with C˜ = A˜(y1) . . . (yρ) are the same. Given
this set of hypergeometric candidates one constructs all hypergeometric
solutions in F˜ by solving for each candidate a linear difference equation
in F˜ . For the purpose of efficiency, one does not have to choose a common
constant field A˜ in which all the arising difference equations are express-
ible, but for each linear difference equation one can choose the smallest
constant field in which it is expressible. Namely, by Proposition 2 the
basis obtained in this optimal constant field will provide also a basis in
the ΠΣ∗-field (F˜ , σ) over C˜ and even more in the ΠΣ∗-field (F ′, σ) over
C ′. As a consequence, one obtains all hypergeometric solutions in (F ′, σ).
With the option WithAlgebraicNumbers→True this feature is activated;
here Sigma depends on the underlying rational function arithmetic of
Mathematica and too complicated problems might cause a problem.
In various applications one is interested in hypergeometric solutions in a ΠΣ∗-
field B(y1) . . . (yρ)(t1) . . . (te) where the algebraic number field B is in between
the two extreme cases (1) or (2) from above. Within the summation pack-
age Sigma the construction of B can be controlled when one determines the
hypergeometric candidates in k0 = A(y1, . . . , yλ). For instance, with the op-
tion WithAlgebraicNumbers→size one can specify that the root solutions
do not require more memory than the byte value size. Similarly, one can
control with the option DegreeInProducts→d the maximal degree d of the
irreducible factors within the hypergeometric candidates. For instance with the
option DegreeInProducts→2 one excludes objects like ∏mi=1(1 + i+ i2 + 2i3)
(provided that the underlying algebraic number field is, e.g., Q). Furthermore,
the option IntegerSizeInProducts→s restricts to candidates where the ir-
reducible factors have integer coefficients whose absolute value is not are not
larger than s. In this way one can avoid for instance factorials like (100m)! if
one sets the option IntegerSizeInProducts→99.
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7 Conclusion
Inspired and guided by the differential case [Sin91] we elaborated a general
framework to compute
• hypergeometric solutions of homogeneous linear difference equations, and
• rational solutions of parameterized linear difference equations
in a difference field k = K(t1) . . . (te) built by a tower of ΠΣ
∗-monomials
over a ground difference field K that is σ-computable (see Definition 7). As
a consequence, we obtain a complete algorithm of the above problems if k
is a ΠΣ∗-field where constant field K fulfills (algorithmic) properties given
in Definition 10. This is in particular the case if K is a rational function
field defined over an algebraic number field. These algorithms (or some mild
variations) for such ΠΣ∗-fields are implemented within the summation package
Sigma.
We emphasize that this framework gives room for further extensions. When-
ever a difference field (K, σ) can be equipped with the algorithmic properties
in Definition 7, one can activate our machinery to solve the above problems
also in ΠΣ∗-monomials defined overK. This might be possible, e.g., for the free
difference field that represents generic sequences [KS06] or radical difference
field extensions [KS07] that model objects like
√
ν.
We remark further that these new algorithms are not only interesting in recur-
rence solving but also for recurrence finding. For instance, finding solutions of
parameterized linear recurrences is the backbone of the holonomic summation
toolbox [Zei90,Chy00,Kou13] to tackle sums whose summands are described
by systems of linear difference equations. In the latter approaches only the
special cases k = C(x) or the q-rational are considered so far. However, in
[Sch05a] and recent refinements [BRS18] this toolbox has been considered
also in the ΠΣ∗-field setting. In the light of the new complete machinery for
ΠΣ∗-fields, it will be interesting to see how these achievements can be applied
to new classes of summation problems.
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